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•Dreamer With Steel Will

Helped City's Growth Through Henderson College
Starts Venture
With Only$2.20
The predictions of failure that greeted the late George
W. Henderson's initial venture into the business college
field long since have turned into respect and praise.
It was a short 11 years ago, on Jan. 1, 1912, that
Prof. Henderson, with $2.20 cash and two used typewriters, launched his enterprise in The school he built stands
Knoxville. Tenn.
Seven diplomas were awarded
that first year
Persuaded more by his own convictions and faith than by the outlook of others. Prof. Henderson
pushed on. In 1914 he wrote a system of short hand and created
a correspondence school in Nashville for the sale of it.
MOVES TO MEMPHIS

BUILD.
ADMINISTRATION
LNG at Henderson Business
college, housing both the offices of the stall and class-

rooms, is this handsome structure located at 530 Linden ave.
'the college has had over four
decades successful years of

training young people her e
since Prof. Henderson started
a branch here after just two
years in Knoxville.

After two successful years in the
Rock City, a branch of Henderson
Business college was established
in Memphis whereas at Knoxville. many predicted failure.
Today, notwithstanding those
negative predictions, Henderson
Business college, located at 530
Linden ave., has made r a p id
strides in training the youth of
the commercial world.
From that $2.20 and two used
typewriters the college now owns
property, fixtures and equipment
valued at nearly $100,000.
WONDERFUL ACHIEVEMENTS
And those seven first-year graduates have grown to between 1,700
and 1,800 graduates "working practically everywhere"
Whether Prof. Henderson envisioned such wonderful achievement
for the college he launched on a
shoestring and the motto "He
Profits Most Who Serves Best,"
is undetermilable.
But he was a man of steel-will
vi- ho just could have foreseen it.
George W. Henderson was born
to poor parents in Knoxville, of
August 5, 1888. It was necessary
for him to start working at an
early age were he to get an education.
So he worked. As a shoeshine
boy, as a newspaper boy, as a
janitor and at other tasks.
HELD 19 DIPLOMAS
In later years he often spoke
of his hardships. Eut he was a
man going some place and each
hardship was treated as merely
an obstacle on the road to a
goal.
Before his death in 1944 he was
holder of 10 diplomas, a graduate
of foreign universities as well as
American schools. He was a writer as well as a scholar and penned many short stories and articles for various magazines.
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STUDENTS DESIRING DORMITORY facilities find ade-

quate accommodations in this
large building at 591 Beale. It

is located near cafes, church.
es and the YWCA.

•

among the best in its field as a
commercial training ground f o r
young men and women.
REV. A. M. WILLIAMS
Headed by Rev. A. McEwen
Williams, pastor of historic St.
John Baptist church, Henderson
Business college, has reached the
position in the business training
field that it now enrolls students
from Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, Arkansas, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
Georgia and other states as well
as from Tennessee.
Nationally recognized as one of
America's greatest business training institutions, Henderson is approved by the Veterans Administration and is a member of the
National Rehabilitation Association
and the National Association and
Council of Business Schools.
As a member of NACBS Henderson students have the advantage of standard courses, use of
modern, approved textbooks, t h e
opportunity to earn the Honor
Graduate in Business certificate,
benefit of free membership in a
nation-wide employment bureau,
privilege of having grades transferred from one school to another
and definite knowledge that h i s
school maintains hiell business and
educational standards.
OFFERS TOP COURSES
Henderson offers an executive
secretary course, a typewriting
course and higher accounting in
day and night sessions. Day sessions are from 830 to 3:30 and
the night session 5:30 to 11.
Enrollment at Henderson usually
ranges from 165-190 during a
year with some coming in and
some graduating each quarter.
About 50 percent of the students
attend night classes and many of
these are young men, quite a few
an exercise on manual type.
room work. In upper photo
mAcinsr PRACTICE constiof them GIs.
viriters. Machine at right is
students use four of the col.
training at
the
of
much
tutes
DIRECTORS AND STAFF
used by instructors giving
lege's five electric typewriters.
Henderson Business college.
The board of directors at Hen- Students have the most modclassroom visual-aid on probAlso in use are two of the die.
derson include Rev. Williams, ern equipment for their classlem exercises.
taphone machines. In I o w er
chairman; Miss I. J. Gleeden, secpicture a class runs through
retary - treasurer; Miss C. L.
Gray, of Nashville; Mrs. A. M.
Thornton, of Little Rock, Ark.,
For those out-of-town studen'
and W. H. Toler. of Chicago. and Miss Grace Donaldson, as- MORE BENEFITS TO MEMPHIS
The accessible icrce of quali- desiring dormitory accommod
The administrative staff is corn- sistant office clerk.
Faculty members are Mrs. Rose fied office personnel is liender. tions. Henderson has a spacio
posed of Rev. Williams, president;
W. D. Callian, jr., principal; M a rie Davis, B. S., Tennessee son's major contribution to Mem- dormitory at 591 Beale at. T.
Miss Elsie Dallas, office clerk; State university; Mrs. Eunice Cal- phis and the nation, but for Mem- school also owns another 1 a r g •
building behind the college buil Miss A. B. Harris, office clerk, lian, B. S., Tennessee State uni- phis, it does not stop there.
An official estimates that t h o ing in which graphic arts subje(
versity; Mrs. Mary Shaw, B. S.
Tenesseee State university State college annually spends around and practical work formerly u
university; Ezra Ford, B. S. Ten- $25,000 for equipment and other offered.
nessee State university; Joseph supplies used in conducting t h e THE OUTLOOK
Walker, B.S., Alcorn college; L. institution.
And as American democra: •
B. Jones, B.S., Xavier university;
There are typewriters, manual comes more of age in the nc
Samuel Crossley, B.S., Southern and electrical, adding machines, few years. Henderson will have
university; William Warr, Le. comptometers, mimeograph, filing bigger role in the business life :
Moyne college, and Elijah Noel, devices, bookkeeping machines, Memphis and the Mid-South.
Howard university.
dictaphone transcribing machines, ' So those who predicted failtr
Henderson offers s I x quarter checkwriters and audio-visual pro- for Prof. Henderson and his bu
sessions. In recent years supple- jectors to be bought and serviced. ness college venture were sho:'mental courses in English a n d
Since only about half the Hen- sighted. He was more than
spelling have been added as it derson students are from Mem- dreamer.
was found that more and more phis. it of course means that the
His Henderson Business collei. •,
students enrolling were in need of others who study here bring in Inc., like the school's slogan sa: .
help in the subjects before they outside monies which help bolster is a place "Where Dreams Col,
could adequately master secretar- the local economic situation.
True."
ial and accountant duties.
ROLE IN MEMPHIS
In line with this new arrangement the old short courses were '
discontinued. Time needed f o r
completion of the executive secretary course is 18 months, higher accountant, 2,4 months (starting this September), and the typing course four months.
MACON, Ga. — Members of the tion's leading colleges and unirreHow much Henderson has meant
Alumni association of Lin- ' sities. and the huge sums donatGeneral
to the business world of Memphis
are used to meet administraPennsylvania,
coin
university,
seen
be
can
and surrounding area
tive expenses. The program on,
by visiting most any Negro busi- were elated this week to learn that nated at Dartmouth and was so in
ness and inquiring about the sec- Frank Hutchings, of this city, foun- followed by Yale and Princeton.
retarial help.
sylsatel
der of the nationally known funeral Today, lehaurnndirnegdsusoef thscehoo
Henderson grads are employed
higher
home bearing his name, has acat Universal Life Insurance cornand millions of dollars are raised
•
ofLincoln's
pany and others. Some work in cepted e presidency
annually for their budgets.
as Montgomery Century Club, to bolster the Anplaces
such
Rev. William P. Stevenson of
them
of
Many
Ward in Chicago.
is president of t ie
Philadelphia
go into government work. Still
General Alumni association rid
others are in the various churches
Dr. Henry Goss of Chicago is
here as secretaries. Mallory depot
treasurer and natioril
Alumni
employs quite a few and around
chairman
of the Giving program.
the
H.
at
E.
new
now
10 are
Crump hospital.
Dr. Horace Mann Bond, presideot
'PRACTICALLY EVERYWHERE'
of Lincoln and Dr. H. Alfred F,:rMrs. Gleeden, registrar, says
rell, faculty member, direct a 1the graduates are "working pracministrative phases of the Protically everywhere."
gram.
Registration for the Fall term
that begins of Sept. 12 will be
Sept. 10-11. Something new awaits
the students this term.
Arrangements have been made
for twice weekly assemblies of the
LOS ANGELES — (INS) .— An
student bodies. The Tuesday and
American Legion committee callFriday assemblies will feature a
ed Monday for an investigation
program by the students on one
"to ascertain the truth or falsity
day and a film in business eduof charges" that the NAACP Ir
cation field the other.
influenced by Communists or their
A 16 m.m. projector has alfellow travelers.
ready been purchased for this purMembers of the Americanism
pose and free films will be made
Convention
committee unanimousavailable through Educators ProgHUTCHINGS
FRANK
ly approved a one-paragraph re'ress Service of Randolph, Wisc.
doubted the wisdom of special
Available films include such ti- nual Giving program of the big olution urging the inquiry.
training institutions in thi s
The resolution, drawn up tr,
tles as "Duties of a Secretary," Eastern school.
area forr Negroes in the comTexas delegates, will be submittel
mercial field. Many predicted
"Accounting, the Language of Bus- STARTED AT DARTMOUTH
Annual Giving programs a re to the convention as a whole dui failure for the venture.
iness," and "The Invisible Recepsupported by alumni of the na- ins business sessions today.
tionist."

Hutchings Head{
Lincoln U. Club

HENDERSON ONCE offered
courses in pr•atinc and allied
subjects and this building -just

administration
the
behind
building served as the graphic
arts departmental home. Much

of the equipment remains
in the building but the courses
are no longer taught.

Legion Group Urges
NAACP Investigatior

SPRING GRADUATES from
Henderson are seen with farsilts members at St. John Baptist church where commence-

meat activities were held. Henderson president, Rev. A. McEwen Williams, is at extreme
right. This is but a part of

last term's graduates. Sem e
complete their work at the end
of each quarter.

PROF. GEORGE W. HENDERSON, a self-made man
with a purpose, launched the
Henderson Business college
enterprise in Knoxville, his
hometown, back when many

1
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SOCIETY
Merry
Goaound

With LEODA GAMMON
September comes to us as that
special month when all our precious little and big children will be
betting back in school. After a
grand vacation both teachers and
children will be happy to get together again for that trek in the
pathway of knowledge.
It is important that we start off
school days with a hearty breakfast. A bowl of oatmeal with some
raisins mixed in. topped with
brown sugar and butter is good
eating and it literally bulks with
minerals and vitamins.
Children also love hot milk toast
for a quick breakfast. Make it with
raisin bread and be sure to butter
it generously.
Those are just two suggestions.
The important thing is to get that

By Marjorie I. Ulen
Labor Day brought down the cur- concerning Mrs. Tarpley's son, AutaM on Summer and its relaxed gustus White. "Gus," as he is
known to all,
way of life . . thus setting the and specime is a fine example
n of young manhood
stage for new interests and diver- ... possessing those sterling qualisions here in our 'Memphis-on-the- ties often desired, but not always
Mississippi.' Lots of folk will be achieved in ydung people. He is
enjoying the annual revival of per- one of the nine Brown university
lettermen who reported Sept. 1 to
Providence, Rhode Island campus)
for pre-season football drill before I
the September 29 opener of Brown
against Columbia University. Gus
is the tallest of the wingmen ...
was very valuable in reserve roles
last year ,. and was nominated
as the "unsung hero of the week"
any rate . . it looks from here after the Dartmouth game in
as though Madam will be utterly which his defensive work broke
divine and feminine in her crea- up the Indians' most serious touchtions that harken back to Grand- down bid in a 7-0 Brown victory.
Believe-it-or-not .. , and lots of
mother is shining hour,
THOSE INTERESTING PERSONS us would rather not believe it ...
nial "September Song"
which sort of puts one in the mood
for Fall Fashionwise, Milady is
pondering the pros and cons of
the MFL (Broadway hit, "My
Fair Lady') influence on feminine
fashions . and are truly concerned anent Dior's trend to the
downward movement of skirts. At

in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McDaniles (Dorothy and Mae) at
their residence is youngtest of the
Davis is the youngest of the

th,
a,
Yale, Penn, Rhode Island, Prince-

ton, Cornell, Harvard and Colgate.
. , the cream of the nation's educational - institutions. His pie
tiire with the accompanying information has caused many a local, feminine heart to flutter ...
and among others — a desire to
turn back the clock!
•••

grown locally naturally have the
edge on flavor and freshness if
handled properly.
Summing it all up there is plenty of good eating ahead if homemakers select the economical plentifuls. We Homemakers know that
the success of children and adults
depends to a great extent on how
well the family is fed. If this
"feeding the family" can be done
economically then Mrs. Homemaker, you are a "smart gal.",
L

ife Magazine

egins Series

B
good warm breakfast to start the 0
days ahead off right.
There are many foods available
for all the meals according to the
The story of segregation in the
September plentifuls list. Among
U. S., in 1956 begins three centhose are rice, turkeys, beef, milk
tunes ago in Africa. Out of that
and dairy products, canned tuna
in oil, broilers fryers, peanut but- continent, in chains, came the am

•

n Segregation

he's a senior this year. The com-

' It was really refreshing to meet plete Brown schedul include the
e
s
Miss Caroline F. Davis recently, followin
g renown Ivy League uniwho visited her sister and brother- versitie
Dartmou
s: Columbi

Wes, lettuce, tomatoes and corn
are included in the list. Vegetables

AKA'S B A C K•TO-COLLEGE
DANCE Beta Tau Chapter
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority at LeMoyne college w a s
host to a gay dance at Curtie's Club Tropicana, Thurs.

day night, August 30. The affair which drew a capacity
crowd, honored undergraduates who are about to embark and depart for another
school year at various 'halls

of ivy.' The following members of Beta Tau formed a
charming bevy during intermission: Left to right — Miss
Yvonne Brown, Miss Sheridan

cestors of nearly all the 16 mutter. Fresh Bartlett pears and Sumlion Negroes who live in the U. S.
mer vegetables.
today. How slavery developed in
Rice is an important crop in

this
country, with more than 1.6 million acres being havested this Fall.
It is a staple in many homes and
well it might be since rice goes
well with most foods and fits in

Hicks, Miss Artie Rue Mannings, Miss Margaret Johnson,

Africa and reached out to the New
World to become a major source
of economic and moral concern to
America by the time of the Civil
War is the subject of the first in
a major LIFE Magazine series on
"the background of segregation."
Subsequent articles in the five-part
series will examine the developing picture of Negro-White relations and the patterns of living in
segregated society.
Through paintings and photographs the cuirent (September 3)
issue of LIFE explores the growth
of slavery aad looks at the cultural life and pnysical environment which were the background
of the Negro slaves coming to
this country.

Miss Lila Smith, Miss Dorothy Tolliver and Miss Shirley
'"Dit," "Dot" and -Dash- sister
Westbrook. (Newson Photo)
trio of Dr. and Mrs. John Davis,
every meal. From soup to dessert,
formerly of Institute, W. Va..
the versatility of rice can add
where Dr. Davis was president
variety to any menu. Serve rice
of famed West Va. State colwith plentiful beef, turkey, or fried
lege. Since leaving W. Va., Dr.
chicken for added appeal, and exDaVis' tenure with the Point IV VACAT
IONERS RETURNED
tra economy. Add rice pudding to
program of our State Department
Eddie Jr.. Carolyn and Wendell
your dessert list for a dish sure
in Liberia. West Africa, set the Payton, children
of Mr. and Mrs.;
to win family favor.
stage in the development of their Eddie Payton.
sr., of 858 Dallas. ! The Southern Male chorus will 'rhe 42-member chorus
youngest daughter that is remark- returne
will be
Many of our local Summer veged home last Thursday from have its 18th anniversary and mu- joined
by 10 other local songi
able and unusual. Besides her ex- St. Louis where
tables
will continue to be plentiful
they attended the sical at the Youth For Christ au- , groups
in the musical which promcellent educational backgrOund Dodgers
experimenti. in September now that we are get-Cardinal game, accom- ditorium, Front and Poplar, Sunises to be one of the musical: WASHINGTON — (INS) — Two It then described an
gained at Oakwood Preparatory panied
ting a few showers. Distant comby their grandmother, Mrs. day, Sept. 9 at 3 p.m.
.
Johns Hopkins university psy- in which 13 clogs were placed on mercial vegetables
C. S. John- treats of the season.
school at PouOikeepsie, N. Y., Ob- Charles
producing
Spencer and cousin, Mrs. son is founder
chologists reported that a near- near-starvation diets for five andl areas will also continue to send in
and director of
erlin college where she obtained Cora Blackm
Those
particip
to
ate
are
Rev.
W.
on. Returning home the chorus and Elisha
her bachelor degree in Sociology, the same
Hall is pres- H. Brewster and the Reed Sing- starvation diet apparently increas- ten day periods. Increased sexual good buys. Cabbage, root vegetaday was their cousin.
and graduating from Katherine Charles
ay.
ers, Madam Emily Brown, t he es se
activity was measured in terms
Fife. Charles made the
Gibbs Secretarial school of New trip by
own right, Miss May, a native of
Kelly
Singers.
The
researc
Madam
hers noted that their of sperm count and physical moveRuby
Colemotor with his uncle and
'York — the aristocrat of Ameri- aunt, Mr.
St. Louis, has been in Memphis
man, the Pattersonaires, the Mon- findings — based solely on experi- ment.
and Mrs. Charles SpenCa's business colleges . . Miss cer.
for the past few months making
'.:er and Peoples Sisters, the Jolly ments involving dogs — run
The Johns Hopkins scientists
jr., of Detroit, where he spent
Davis joined her parents in Mon- the entire
singing tours with her father. She
.--,imshine Boosters, Union Valley contrary to at least 11 earlier stud- said "Although we are fully aware
Summer.
rovia, Liberia, for two Summers
has recorded several numbers in* • *
Radio chorus. Rev. C. T. Nelson ies showing near - starvation diets of the potential pitfalls involved
during her career at Oberlin — flycluding -Vacation in Heaven- and
and his 75 voice chorus. Mack- "generally inhibit reproduction." in interpreting human behavior on
Mrs. Addie Crawford, of 1020 Steward
ess Board No. 22 of
ing acoss the Atlantic each time, Leath.
-Consider Me."
Stein-Wilks singers and a chorus
is back at her North Mem- Greenwood
the basis of data derived from othreport,
appeari
The
el
ng
h
in
t
CME church were deand attended two Summer sessions phis
Miss May won highest honors
floral business after spending lightfull
current issue of the journal "Sci- er species, the sociological impliy entertained by Prof. and I from Somerville. Tenn.
it the University of Liberia. All an eight-we
among 87 students graduating
ek vacation on the Mrs. 0. L. Armour
Admission to the affair is one ence," acknowledged that "T h e cations of our findings are obvithis becomes more vital as one West
at
campus
their
I
Coast. The popular matron residence
I from Lincoln High school in East
dollar and tickets may be pur- relationship oetween the state of ous. I
in
learns she has toured the European was
the houseguest of Rev. and cuests number Collierville, Tenn.! chased now from any member of nutrition and sexual fertility
1St.
Louis, lii.. this spring.
They
then
made
referen
ce to
is
continent twice . . . and is well Mrs.
ed five.
tm'the highla rate o the underthe chorus.
i quite controversial."
Miss Annette May, 17-year-o I d
at home in Paris, Rome, Switz- her .1. Osbligy in Detroit and Stewardess B o ar d No. 2
son-in Flint, Mich., where she
of
nourished in India.'
daughter of Joe May. gospel sing-'
erland, Spain, Portugal. France stopped
Annual Tea at the Lelia Walker
while enroute home.
The scientists W. Horsley Gantt er and religious disc jockey
and England. Her travels do not
FARGO
club
.
N.
D.
of
house
—
Jack
August
12. Special feaMr. and Mrs. Everett Humphand Narry A. Teitelbaum of the Memphis, left
end there — for she is equally at rey,
the Bluff City Friof 909 Randle st., are away tures of the occasion were a musi- Rule of Waterloo, Iowa1 is the 1956
university's Pavlovian laboratory, day, August 31
e WANT TO
home in the Caribbean, where on a
for Los Angeles,
tour that will- take them cal program a n d fashion show. winner of the Jaycee Jun* Golf'
offered this possible explanation Calif., where she
she and her family have visited from
Mrs.
tourna
ment.
will
Rosie
Lee
enroll
Rice and Mrs.
as a
HOOK HIMAtlanta, their first stop, then
for their results:
Cuba, Haiti and Jamaica. Her per- New
Mary Greer were chairman of the
freshman at UCLA.
Rule shot a three-under-par 69
"From a broad, biological point
GOOD?
'sonality it contagious . and jump Jersey. Michigan and long tea. Mrs. Zettie Miller, presiden to
A young recordirg artist in her
defeat Jack Nicklaus, Columto Denver ... to bask in
t
of view, one might ask whether
Conversation most engaging — all the
of
the
board
and
Rev. J. E. Ro- bus, Ohio, by two strokes in an
delightful mountain scenery of
increased fertility during the earin all, marking her one of the most
binson. pastor.
the sector.
18 hole playoff at Fargo.
interesting persons I've ever met.)VISIT
The members of the executive ! ly period of starvation could not
ORS
Atop it all, she's most unassuming! Miss
board of Alpha Gamma Sigma be a compensatory process in the
Eddie M. Butler of JackUse the best-tasting baiH
and modest over her enviable ex- !son,
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta so- maintenance of species homeostasMiss., was the guest of Mrs.
periences. Friends of the McDan- Isabel
is (balance)."
rority
began
Give him that cl?;icious
year
with
the
ardent
Scott,
of 1466 Elliston rd.,
iels shall probably have the opponOther researchers, including Drs.
zeal.
this week, following her trip from
tunity to see more of Miss Davis, New
Soror "Prexy" Collier entertain- J. J. Rommer and P. S. Henshaw,
York City.
since she is currently residing in
ed the board with a delectable din- have maintained that good nutri* ••
Atlanta, Ga., where she serves as
ner at the Gayhiwk Inn Wednes- tion increases fertility.
Last Sunday night was the scene
Dr. Montee Falls, leader of the
a secretary to Dr. Clement, Atday evening, August 29, at 6 p.m.
of a family reunion at the home
Unity Center of Memphis announclanta (Ts president, between visits of
Plans for a successful year were
RICHMOND, Va. — Two new es that Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Francis Wilson, of 1190
Kupferle, conto her home at Englewood, N. J.,
induced by Soror Collier and the faculty members have been add- nected with
Krayer. Out-of-towners who attendthe Unity Headquartwhere the family resides due to ed
other
officials
ed
. The board consists
to the faculty of Virginia Union ers in Lee's Summit
were Mrs. Martha Turner
, Mo., will
Dr Davis' present affiliation as
'of the following sorors: President, university. They are Dr. Lewis
a Wright, a sister of Mrs.
speak here Sept. 13 at 8 p.m., at
Wilson,
director of the Phelps Stokes FounSoror Mary Collier; vice presi- A. Gist and Theodore R. Sykes.
of Tchula. Miss.. Mr. Crawford
the YMCA, Lauderdale at Linden.
dation.
dent, Soror Harriette Walker, who The appointment was announc
Wilson and daughter of Tchula:
Look for the sunny-striped
ed
The public is invited to hear
ABOUT OUR TOWN
was absent; corresponding secre- by the university presiden
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilson and
t, Dr. 1 this able speaker and talented
' People are talking .. . about their
package and laimol.
tary, Soror Emogene W. Wilson; Samuel D. Proctor.
three children of GreenI writer for Unity Literature.
the "Night in Hawaii" sponsored
recording secretary, Soror Ruby'
wood, Miss.; and Mrs. Geraldi
ne
by Ministers Wives Social club on
Jackson, financial secretary, Soror
'Jackson and her three youngsters
the lawn of Mrs. J. C. Martin, of
Kathryn Thornton, treasurer, SoSan Francisco. Booker Wilson,
40 South Parkway. Friday night.
ror Patsy Witherspoon, chaplain,
Mrs. Rosalie Brown, Mr. and
August 31. Mrs. A. L. Turner is
Soror Minnie Anderson; sergeant
Mrs. Willie Neil and Mrs.
Willie
the group's president . • . and
Whole Wardrobe
at-arms, Soror Geraldine DiaMae Wilson, and their individu
al
Mrs. Ozelle Johnson and Mrs. D. •
mond; Parliamentarian, Sor or
children were all of Memphis.
S. Cunningham were the chairFavorite
Marie Edge; custodian, Soror EurAmong the many ex-Nlemphmen of the beautiful affair that i mans
line
Couch,
and
journali
st,
Soror
who
gravitat
ed back home
Children's Styles
found guest bedecked in Hawaiians recently
Geraldine Anderson.
was Mrs. Noiler Barthologarb — leis. skirts and all. Follovv CONGR
SOROR
ATULA
TED
ing an interesting business meet- mew Dunlap of Los Angeles. who
Also meeting with the executive
visited her family, which includes
ing, guests enjoyed delightful reboard was Soror Othello Shannon,
Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholofreshments and hospitality that
a past president of Alpha Gamma
mew, Miss Ann Carnes Bartholomarked the event as particularly mew.
Sigma and a member of the conNoiler looks simply woninteresting and beautiful.
sultation board of the chapter.
klerful . . and it makes one won• •.
The Sorors offered their congratuder what it is about the
West
Friends of Mrs. Vivian W. Tar Coast
lations to Soror Shannon, who has
that
exerts
such
winderful
pley and Mrs. Addle D. Jones
recently received a promotion in
are delighted over recent re- blessings of appearance on everythe Memphis City school system
one. It must be the sunshin
e,
leases from Brown University
as assistant elementary principal
Joranges . . . and maybe smog!
at Porter Junior high school.
Attending members were enthusiastic over the plans formulated

Southern Male Chorus Sex
To Observe 18th Year

Diet Link Noted
•
By Two sc
y hoo
I iss

a

Iss May
Departs
For UCL.A

Stewardess Board
Feted By Armours

-

Sigma Board
Makes Plans
For The Year

Unity Center

1 Dates Speaker

•

A

of

42.99

$3.99

Fine Arts Stringers
Coming Here October 24

Memphis chamber music en- over
NBC. it presented the Westthusiasts will be delighted to learn
ern-hemisphere radio premier
e of
that the Cultural Activities Corn-

[bitten.

the
mittee of LeMoyne college will AfterShostakovitch Fourth Quart4
bring the Fine Arts String Quar- lions the quartet performed sei,•.
all the way from Boccherini
tet to

Memphis for a concert on to Bartok
on the Dave Garroway
Oct. 24.
TV show. Today, it was reported
This famous group. composed
of that
Leonard Sorkin, Abram Loft, Irv- ed the write-in applause surpa'
that received by any of To
ing timer. and Geo-rge Sopkin, has day's
attractions during the past
one of the largest repertoires

at the Library of Congress. Tanglewood, New York's Town Hall and
the Ravina Festival, three years in
residence at Northwestern Uni•
versity, and recordings on Mercury Classics, Decca Gold Label,
and Webcor Tape Records. Two
Encyclopedia Britanica Films
starring the quartet are today winning unprecedented response in

COMO DRUG ST07,1E
Full line of prescription and sundry items. greetin
g
cards. tobaccos, costume iewelry
Prescriptions
picked up and delivered
FREE delivery, no limited amount
Vic Como. owner

1014 Mississippi Blvd.
,

116111/A
$29!

IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS

_

LAMPS

VACUUM CLEANERS
FANS - PERCOLATORS

43.99

PH. 4-9463
-

The Superior Club held its
monthly card party at the beautiful club room at 300 N, Dunlap,

6

Lady.

554 SCOTT

Superior Club
In Card Party

Friday night, August 24.
Members enjoyed the general ,
fun of the evening and Miss Her. '
America and abroad. The Qua?- nice Watkins and
Bill Smith won
Let has

4'
'

First

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

opening of the school year.
_----

enjoyed great popularity on the prize given to the
couple winboth radio and television, and last I fling the most games.
February during the Hi-Fi conMrs. Grace E. Crump, seeretarfvetrt serotion of Monitor's program reporter.

rieht.

JERRY'S SUNDRY

in few years.
the quartet field, and it comes to
The
Memphis after a decade of dis- public.concert here is open to i! ,
tinguished concerts throughout the cations Prizes and box office 1'
will be announced after 14
United States and eight years of

weekly ABC-network broadcasts. I
Highlights of the Fine Arts i
Quartet's career include concert

under the leadership of their Presand James Shells center, Gov- ident, Soror Collier. Plans and developments will be Presented for
ernor. Mrs. Edith Welks, at
left, wps a campaign support- discussion at the first regular
chapter meeting on Saturday,
er. Rev. Charles T. Epps
!Sept. 8.
is pastor of the church.

WINNERS in the annual Gosernor and First Lady program
to raise funds for the annual
education drive at the Gospel
Temple church were Miss Ella

Wm Pippin, druggist

Ph. WH. 2-1721

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE

ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $035
CLEANERS
siP up

$3.99

A wonderful, value-ful assortment
of smart fashion flats, saddles,
mocs, straps! Young-heoried

styles
with precision fit for growing feet...
plus quality and fine craftsmanshi
p!

APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
°Pen N'Ott
Eft. Perking

11111111111111111111111111111111,
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BERLAND'S
Shoe Store
7 NORTH MAIN

BLACK PATENT

BROWN LEATHER

BLACK SUEDt

SLACK LEATHER

RED LEATHER

TWO TONED

6

•
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Girl Scout Played In Snow While
Atop Mountain During Encampment

•

It isn't every day that a Memphian gets to play in snow in the
i
month of August.
But Miss Celetia Hampton did
it a few days ago and found it a
lot of fun.
Naturally there's the matter of
getting to where the snow is and
for Miss Hampton, 16-year-o 1 d
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Louis
Hampton, of 1065 McDowell. the
snow was 11.000 feet above sea
level atop Howell mountain.
.
The trip up Howell mountain
was one phase of the All-States
Encampment for Girt Scouts held
at the Buffalo Bill Youth Camp
in Cody, yo.

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 1;-toit-

camp in the area nights trying to
get a sight of the rare Big Horns.
Miss Hampton said it usually
took them about 10 hours going
up a mountain, about two hours
coming down.
She brought back quite a few
souvenirs from the trip which she
called :"just wonderful, something
you can never forget."
These included a large cowgirl
hat, wood with mountain moss
growing on it. a piece of petrified
wood and various types of stones
which interested her.
A member of Troop No. 266, at
kN1iet
n s,
ropolitan, Miss Mary I. Hawtroop leader, Miss Hampton

has been in scouting for eight
years. She will make a report on
her trip before the senior troops
and some intermediates of the region at headquarters, 1556 Poplar, and another to her own troop.

Dear Readers, thanks for your and Clara Jean Holt, neiees and
calls on the week my column fail- 'Ricardo Adrian Holt, nephew.
ed to appear. We sincerely hope
Miss Partricia Warner Brooks,
it won't happen again.
the granddaughter of Rev, a n d
The accent seems to be definite- Mrs J B. Brooks has returned to
ly on school now for the city I Oklahoma City after spending
schools of Jackson have gotten off three weeks in the Hub City. She
to a big sctart. We are happy to re- enjoyed meeting quite a few of
port that six other teachers in ad- the younger set at the lawn social
Mrs. Beatrice Langford, of 981-G
dition to Mrs. Hughes who receiv- given in her honor at the home
Mosby
ave.. has been visiting her
ed her degree from Tennessee of Prof. and Mrs. John L. Davis.
son
and
daughter in Los Angeles.
State university have completed I The family of Rev. P. E. Brooks
She also looked in on other relawork for their master's degree at enjoyed the family dinner prepartives and friends while in the West
Columbia university in N. Y.
ed by their grandmother, Mrs.
Coast City.
They are: Miss Lurline Savage, Addie Brooks. The oldest daughter
TRIP LAST YEAR
Merry High; Mrs. Alfredo Martin, of the Rev. Brooks will graduate
Miss Hampton, who last year !
South Jackson; Miss Harris Hous- from Fisk University the next
represented her local region at the
ton, Washington-Douglas; Misses school term.
Regional Encampment (Region 5
Claudine Bledsoe, Jessie Brooks Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Neely
—Tennessee. Mississippi and ArStCOND
and Mrs. Willie G. Stewart, Lin- I of Gary, Ind., were in the city
%EASON IS
kansas) at Ville Platte near Alexcob Elementary School.
1111111/041/1
'for a few weeks on business and
Washington-Douglas Elementary bidding farewells. Mrs. Neely, the
andria,- La.. was one of two Girl
school reports the registration on former Miss Mary Lou Martin
Scouts representing this region at
THE FIRST TRULY
August 23 of approximately 500 retired this year after giving 32
the encampment. The other was
DIFTIERENT GIN IN
students. Prof. 0. C. Cole, princr years service to the Jackson City
Miss Gay Barksdale, of Clarkspal, wishes to thank the many par- S3 stem as a teacher in the South
°VEX 200 YEARS!
ents who showed interest in the Jackson Elementary school. In
Cody
vill
'
eod is headquarters for Shoschool by accompanying their chit- addition to giving service as teachmaking up the encampment were
dren on registration day; thereby er, she was also an outstanding
Negroes, the other being Miss
becoming acquainted with the church worker at Liberty CME
Janice Thompson, of Hampton, Va.
teachers and much of the work church, serving as president of the
Cody is headquarters for the Sh
their children will be expected to adult chorus and the Susana Westshone National Forest which comdo this school year. Mrs. Etta D.,ley Circle.
prises around 170 million acres in
Walker, formerly a teacher in Hay- RECEPTION GIVEN
NOW
36 states, Alaska and Puerto Rico.
wood county, was added to the On Monday night a reception was
ths
QtlriliPelE
in die CIIN
The Girl Scouts enjoyed, among
Washington-Douglas faculty. The given in honor of Mrs. Neely by
other things, hiking, tours in YelCow die full lover is.
principal, faculty and students are Liberty CME church in the church
lowstone National Park, sleepouts
looking forward with great antici- basement. During the reception,
and cookouts, primitive camp setpation to a very fine year.
many ofticers ao i locomen. ex- I
Jost add ash sods
ups, and horseback riding among
Mrs. Christana N. Mitchell who pressed words of praise for t h e
and enjoy a delicious
other things.
comes in the city this year as a service she had reolered. SIie was
teacher of problem children was presented a silver tray from the
GIN 6 TONIC
They climbed up a number of
the heavy shoes and two pairs
mountain moss which she
"ies s. an. mow soriemiem
BACK FROM ENCAMPMENT
matriculated at the University of church a sliver butter rikli from
mountains including 11 owel
AR ow aloe ONIIIIIIIIir
of socks. rile cowboy hat is
brought back. She's wearing
Tennessee during the Summer Ses- the Circle and a lovely table cloth
Home Lodge Ridge, capon and
Miss Celetia Hampton, is
more of a souvenir but that
uniform
encampment
sion to study work in that area. from the Chorus.
official
Mesa.—
_
-Sheep
back 'in Memphis from the
VIIIV It0111.MICIRT OD 11101111..
western styled fringe jacket
She was listed among those who WOMAN'S DAY GREAT SUCCESS'
but when mountain climbing
BIG HORN SIIEEP
WITH DISTILLED DRY GIN.
MADE
Encampment
for
All-States
the
for
came in real handy
made the honor roll at the univertime came around and there
11 was on August 14 that the
Sunday, Aug.
was Woman's
QUININE AND NATURAL FRUIT
sity.
chilly (August) nights. (New'
was plenty of it) the I 0 a fDay• at First Baptist church. The Girl Scouts in Cody. 1V),0..
girls found themselves in the snow
FLAVORS.
VACATION ENDS
ers took a back seat to
son Photo.)
I spotlight was on the women ! shows small branca growing
atop Howell. l'p on Sheep Mesa
With the Labor Day week end throughout the day. The concern
they were treated to another un, 7 ' V1IIR I.
here, it means vacation is over for the sinful plight of humanity
usual pleasure when they spotted
for the most of us. but I find some influenced the women to choose •
some Big Horn sheen. Many men
are still on the go with others re- as their theme: "Women Witnessturning. Mrs. Susan Smith who re- tog for Christ is a New World
sides on Stonewall st. is away visit- Community." Mrs. Juanita Cuming her children and grandchildren mings acted as the Superintendent
in St. Louis, Mo. and Detroit, of Sunda yschool and the lesson
Mich. She left by train for St. was reviewed by Mrs. Katherine
Louis where she will motor to De- Springfield, j isitor.
trod with her daughter. grandson
The Rev. W. C. Terry. pastor.
and family. Mrs. Smith is one of was superb at the 11 o'clock hour,'
One third of the nation's educa. significant differences exist be. lion to !Alin' desegregation on re.
the organizers and still very ac- lie stirred the entire congregation
tive members of Pilgrim's Rest with a most powerful message on tional system has been jolted se- tween white and Negro children. 1 ported wide differences between
verely by the conflict over deseg- taken as groups, in the South, and t h e average race achievement
Baptist Church of this city.
"The Hands Behind the Powers."
Mr. and Mrs. Curry Ross spent Mrs. A. ,lc wen Williams from regation of public schools, accord- must be dealt with. Spokesmen level of white and Negro students
the week end in Memphis, Tenn. Memphis, Tenn., an instructor in ing to The Nation's Schools, pro- disagree as to whether these dif- of the same age.
recently with Mrs. Ross' son and the Booker T. Washington High fessional school administration ferences result primarily from in- The people of the South, even
herent racial differences or from the Deep South, have varying opindaughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. School was the principal speaker, journal.
Prospects of job insecurity are differences in socio-economic en- ions regarding desegregation of
Raymond Puckett. Mr. Puckett is at the 3 p.m. service. A very
public schools, opinion concentraa well known business man there charming and winsome person, causing some teachers to migrate vironment.
Opposition of many white south- tion varies among states, counties,
and Mrs. Puckett is a teacher in Mrs. Williams brought an unusual to more stable school systems.
Many new teachers are declin- emers to rapid desegregation is,communities, even within families.
the city system.
and inspiring message on "WomMrs. Sadie Morrow has returned an, Where Is Thou Husband?" The ing to accept positions in school rooted in their interest in their Opinions vary between race s,
from Petersburg, Va., where she message, a masterpiece, was a systems that have altered teacher children's developing what soci- within races, with age, socio-ecowas called due to the illness of challenge to all women to work contracts and tenure procedures to ologist term "a set of middle ' omic level, educational level her daughter, Mrs. Saland Wood- along with their husbands in help- facilitate possible major changes class values" as basic guides for and within all of these categories.
living. These include attitudes to. Dr. Robinson reports. Considered
ard, nee Ruby Morrow. She reports ing to reaaicate the ills that have in public school structure.
Many public school superintend- ward courtship and marriage,
her very much improved.
beset our society.
as a group, however, white SouthMrs. Rosa Maclin of 131 Payne! The young matrons were in ents are caught in a crossfire be- family living, crime and violence, erners are quite unhappy at the
tween their own personal, social, health and sanitation, speech and
St. has returned home to her many charge of the night services. A
friends after a very extensive and , very touching and heart-throbbing religious and education convictions manners, economics, education prospect that their children may
enjoyable vacation. Her first stop message on "World Missions" was and duty to execute policies al- and religion. Like many other par- have to be enrolled in desegrewas in Memphis, Tenn. as guest brought by Mrs. Mary Blair. Mrs. most diametrically opposed to ents, they do not want their chil- gated public schools.
theseprinciples.
dren to be closely associated with
of Mr. and Mrs. Leander Falls. Blair attended the World Baptist
TAKE STEPS
the extreme lower socio-economic
She then went to Detroit, Mich. to Alliance last summer.
Some states are taking steps to groups, white or Negro. because
see her children, two sons, a
Mrs. Maxie Bryant was the genGrant Nurse Army Rank
daughter and grandson of whom , eral chairman of Woman's Day place financinglocal school dis- of differences in "Value patterns."
tricts
on
a
month-to-month
basis
she is very proud. They are: Ro- and a partial report of $1019.27
CHICAGO — Panora Melius . of
to facilitate cutting off school rev- TELL OPPOSITION
bert, a World War II veteran, was made.
' While many Southern whites ad- Waukegan. Ill., an accepted applienues
in
the
event
of
desegregaLewis, 1953 graduate of Lane coltion proceedings.
mit that rapid integration will help cant for enrollment in the Army's
lege, her daughter Edith and
develop middle-class values among registered nurse student ,irograio,
Communication
between
races
grandson, Harris Pate. After leav- Faculty Returns
and professional educators, t h e Negro students, they hasten to was appointed
ing Detroit, another son and wife
a second lieutenant
WILBERFORCE. Ohio — Presi- Jay public, and many groups hold- point out that rapid integration
were visited in Elcort, Ind., Mr.
Nurse
in
the
corps reserve,
Army
ing different views on public edu- would probably develop a number
and Mrs. James Maclin, also rela- dent Charles H. Wesiey announccation has been sharply restrict- of lower class values among white Fifth Army headquarters announced
that
the
Central
State
college
tives in South Bend, Ind. and her
faculty will return to the campus ed by psychological blocks com- students. Others base their opposi- ed this week.
sister, Mrs. Pearl Phillips in
•
pounded by defensiveness and suscago, Ill. Before leaving for Chi- Sept. 13 for their annual two-day
picion.
cago, Mrs. Phillips taught in Fay- faculty institute.
The fundamental public policy of
ette County.
compulsory education is being
Mrs. Machin is a very active
challenged in many areas, while
member of St. Paul CME church Clement Comments
a few states are taking legal steps
of which she is president of the NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS)
— to abolish compulsory attendance
Stewardess Board, No. 1.
Tennessee Gov. Frank Clement laws.
Recent guests in the home of said that his office is in "constant
EVALUATE DATA
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis on touch" with the situation in ClinThese are only a few of the
First Street were relatives of Mr. ton, where demonstrations have
' problems threatening to retard
Davis from St. Louis, Mo. They broken out following admi-sion of
public education in the South, acincluded Mrs. Dora Shane, sister, 12 Negroes to a white high school.
cording to Dr. Glen Robinson, asformerly of Jackson: James Park- In a statement released through sistant to
the president and iner. cousin, Donnie, Eldora, Linda !his office in Nashville,
structor in school administration,
George Peabody...allege for Teachers, Nashville, Tenn. The Nation's
Mocha*, Harris, Washington, D.C., a rfre Priv, Winn., of IS. Carnation Hoinotown Hoolthy Boy Confost.
Schools commissioned Dr. Robinson to summarize, interpret and
evaluate the mass Of local data
THE MOST NOURISHING form of milk their babies a Carnation formula
gathered by the Southern Educafor
your baby's bottle ...the safest say: "My doctor recommended it."
tion Reporting service, Nashville,
and most digestible, too ... that's So you see—in all the world,there's
a fact-finding agency established
by Southern newspaper editors and
Carnation,the "healthy baby" milk no finer health-building formula for
educators with the assistance of
doctor knows.
every
your precious baby than one made
the Fund for the Advancement of
with
Carnation.
Eight
mothers
out
of
who
10
feed
Education.
Study of the SERS reports indicates that the problems of racial
prejudice, discrimination and segregation tend to vary in direct
proportion to the population ratio
of Negroes to whites, Dr. Robinson reports. They are not confined
to the South.
Desegregation will probably be
accepted with relative calmness in
136 Southern counties where NeBETTER-BLENDING Carnatioi
groes make up less than 1 percent
gives you rich flavor and smooth
of the total population. It will
results every time...in every
Feeling
lazy
... ho-hum hazy?
probably not be a major problem
recipe that calls for milk!
in the 524 counties (40 percent of
Need
a
spark
to
get
you
back
on
the 1306 counties in 13 Southern
states) where Negroes make up
your feet again? Try a sparkling
CREAMY-RICH
10 percent or less of total popuCarnation"cr..s--,"
bottle of bright and bracing
lation.
coffee, fruits and
Opposition to school desegregaCoca-Cola — the quality refreshcereals to
tion is far greater in the 154 Southperfection.
ment with the light little lift
ern counties where Negroes make
Carnation is the
up 50 percent or more of the total
that comes through in a moment.
rich milk that whip,
Nannette Rohm!, represented population.
IN MISS AMERICA PAtoo!
Get several
Have
a
Coke
...
and come back
GEANT — Lovely model Cordle the Negro press. This was the
Although racial prejudice uncans today!
first time in the history of the doubtedly plays an important part
Ring represented the Apex corefreshed!
"from Cenftonlod Cove"
beauty classic that Negro girls in opposition to desegregation,
at the Miss America pageant
Sept.
4.
DOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA•COIA SOMINO COMPANY BY
have appeared in the pageant. many white southerners stress
in Atlantic City on
WORLDS LEADING BRAND OF EVAPORATED MILK
According to Mrs. Sara Wash- other reasons for opposing rapid
Also gracing the Apex float
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS TENN
ington Hayes, Ape: president, desegregation of schools, Dr. Rob• were four beautiful Brandford
her company plans to make inson writes. These white southernmodels Harken Harris, Carol
"Coke Is ...gist/wed trade mark
IT/ 1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
Prestos. Elam Brooks and
this an annual event.
ers point out that substantial and

Mrs. Langford
Goes Visiting
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esegregation Conflict
Affects Education System

Feed your baby
CARNATION,
America's
"healthy baby"milk!

At home...
anywhereHave a Coke!

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING AND COFFEE,TOO!

Millions prefer it to any other brand!

OEFENDFA

Buffet Fett
Honors The
DePriests

Set., Sept. 8, 1956

Beauty Marks Impressive
Ballard-White Wedding

Hospitality — one of the warmest expressions of friendship — always has a special flavor when it
brings together school mates and
old friends whose paths have led
in varied directions.
So it was when a group of
old friends gathered recently at
the invitation of charming Miss
Clarissa Little, daughter of Mrs.
Annie Little, 6908 S. Michigan ave.,
an adjustment teacher at P ark
Manor school, to honor Captain
and Mrs. Oscar DePriest.
Captain DePriest, a graduate of
Harvard medical school and former interne at Massachusetts General hospital, was on leave from
the army to visit friends and family before leaving for Berlin, Germany, where he has been stationed.
His pretty wife, Betty, now expecting their third child, will join
HONORED AT a buffet dinhim with the children after the
birth of the baby. The DePriests
ner party 'par excellence,'
have two sons, Oscar IV, and Verhostessed by the lovely Miss
non.
Clarissa Little, Adjustment
Among the guests who shared
School, at her home, 69011 S.
cocktails, barbecued chicken buffet supper, reminiscing, charades, Michigan ave., recently, were
handsome Captain Oscar Deand the good fun which only forPriest,
mer classmates and buddies can
Harvard
medical
school graduate, and his beauenjoy were:
teous spouse, Betty, who enWalter Grant, Mr. and Mrs. William Finch, Mr. and Mrs. George
L. Smith, Leroy Collins, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Gardner, Mrs. Elizabeth Rudd, Captain and Mrs. Cal
Williams.
Dr. Williams also trained at
Massachusetts Children's hospital
and is now stationed st Ft. SheriBy THE SAMUEL BLOWES
dan. Other guests were Dr. and
Mrs. Clyde Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. We left Chicago in June via the
Theodore Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. Broadway Limited for New York
Harry Parsons, sister and brother- and spent one night in New York
in-law of the honored guest, Atty. at the Waldorf Astoria, sailing on
and Mrs. Laurence E. Smith, jr., the S. S. Queen Elizabeth for EuDr. and Mrs. Larry Keith, Mr. rope. Our travel on this luxury
liner as well as throughout the
and Mrs. Joshua Mcnroe, jr
111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111111111111111011111

joyed a whirlwind of activity
in the city prior to leaving
for Ohio to visit their mother.
Captain DePriest will then
where he will be stationed, to
be joined by his family following the birth of their third
child. Among the guests were
Mrs. LaVergne Smith, George
Smith, Mrs. Rorie Monroe,
Leroy Collins, Frank Gardner,

Theodore Henderson and Harry Parsons; (second row)
Mrs. Elizabeth Rudd, Captain
and Mrs. Oscar DePriest, the
honorees, Mrs. June Finch,
and Dr, Clyde Phillips; (front
row) Mrs. Ritz Phillips, Mrs.
Elaine Gardner, Mr.. Rebecca
Henderson, Mrs. Jean Parsons,
and the hostess, Miss Clarissa
Little.

Beauty and impressive solemn- Rubynn English at the organ. Voity characterized the recent nup- calists were Miss Ernestine
Mastials which united lovely Lucille on who sang "That Is Why"
and
Minerva Ballard, daughter of Dr. Harry Pryor, "Through
the
and Mrs. William Henry Ballard, Years." Mrs. Lawrence T.
Young
Jr., and Robert H. White, son of jr., was pianist. Over 200 attendMr. and Mrs. Robert W. White, ed the reception held
in the Home
6356 So. Vernon ave.
room of International House on the
als were solemnized by lb e
A RADIANTLY HAPPY bride
The couple both teachers in Chi- University of Chicago campus imchurch's minister, Dr. T. Dean
and groom. Mr. and Mrs. RobScott. To the newlyweds' left cago's public school system, re- mediately following the ceremony.
ert H. White, receive the best
dam on the Zuydersea, then the tains, grotto and pavillions,
and
Witnessing the nuptials from out
are the groom's parents, Mr. peated their marriage vows at
wishes of their equally happy
Isle of Markham. In Holland the Adrian's Villa.
and Mrs. Robert W. White. At Woodlawn AME church with the of town were Mrs. Frances Frankparents at the wedding recepnatives still wear their typical cos- Especially wonderful was
t h•
right are the bride's parents. minister. the Rev. T. Dean Scott, lin, New York City; Dr. and Mrs.
tion following their recent
tumes and wooden shoes. F r o in Trevi fountain locale of the movie
sr.,
reading
the
marriage service. Orvell L. Ballard. Miss Pamela
Dr, and Mrs. William Henry
marriage at Woodlawn AME
Holland we went to Brussels, Bel- -three coins in a fountain." Along
The bride, radiant in white or- Ballard and Bruce Ballard, WayBallard. jr.
church. The impressise nuptigium. Visited the Memorial to the with the trip to the Vatican and
ganize taffeta and chantilly lace, erlY Hill, KY.: Dr. and Mrs.
Unknown Soldier, parliament, the St. Peter's church (the largest
which trimmed the basque bodice ham A. Rose, Waukegan. ill.; Miss
Grand Palace, the Palace of Jus- church in the world). There is 80
and extended into a cathedral Willie Russell, West Virginia Intice and many others.
much to see in this magnificent
train, was given in marriage by stitute, West Va.. and Mr. and
We left Belgium and were on church that a special trip must
her father. Her finger-tip illusion Mrs. John W. Burrell, Waukegan.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. a n d Cologne, Germany, From Cologne be made to view it all.
veil was secured by a half pill- Several pre-nuptials showers
From Rome we went to Nice,
Mrs. Samuel B. Blowe have just we took the Rhine steamer for
box of pearls and irridescent se- were given in the bride's honor.
returned from a tour of Europe, Wiesbaden, Germany, (the wine and did sightseeing along the Italquins.
The first of such events was a
and are making this interesting capitol of the world) where there ian and French Rivieras, In MonShe carried a fan worn by her bath room shower at which Mrs.
summar
y for Defender readers. are four champagne factories. te Carlo we visited the Casino.
Fred
Elliott
was
hostess.
mother
Miss Vicon her wedding day. The
Hunting a new ver,lon of the tions of tossed greens -•
:iozens
This was a beautiful trip up the and across the street at one of
toria
Moorehead was hostess at a
family favorite — cole slaw or a of dressing sugg,estiors. . .ipolded fan, bordered in chantilly lace was
1111111111111411111111111111111111111111111111011i111111111111111111 Rhine river which is Europe's bus- the hotels, Marlene Dietrich was
new twist on chicken salad? These salads, sweet and tart . .fruit sal- centered by a white orchid in a kitchen shower.
entire trip was first class, in serv- iest waterway. It was both pictur- shooting a film. At Monaco we
Other bridal shower hostesses
and hundreds of other salad ideas ads for every season of the year frame of lilies of the valley.
esque and interesting. Here, on went through the Castle of "Prinice and style as well as mode.
were
Mrs. Thomas Smith, jr.,
—some simple and familiar, oth- . . .salad platters and salad bowls Bridesmaids in gowns of green
each
side of the river were moms- cess Grace," and saw the room
Crossing the great Atlantic was
ers quite exotic — can be found hearty enough for a main dish. crystalette satin and wearing whose guests brought lingerie and
tains in cultivated vineyards and where the Civil wedding was perMrs.
Kenneth
half
prommany
Dawson,
the
fun.
We met
who gave
in the new 96-page, beautifully il- And, as a bonus. they've added matching slippers and veiled headin many places castles that are formed.
If you like the idea of Mr. and
inent people, among whom were
lustrated book, "salads.'' just pub- a chapter of salad "frills" (rad- pieces, were Misses Victoria More- a miscellaneous shower. T h e Mrs. Storage
centurie
s old. A dramatic part of From Nice we went to Paris,
Chests,
why not car- Alfred Hitchcock and his wife who
lished by the H. J. Heinz Com- ish roses, pickle fans, carrot curls, head, maid of honor; Panella Bal- bridesmaids were honored at a ry it out a step
this trip was passing the Lore Lei. where we visited the Louvre, Eiffurther
—
brunch
into
posed
given
for
by
Walter
us
the
aboard ship;
bride Satur- the
pany.
etc.). salad shortcuts and salad lard and Mesdames Edward Pol- day
From Wiesbaden we went to Mu- fel Tower Notre Dame, Versailles
closet?
Gross, the president of the Pepsipreceding the wedding cereThe book, the work of the com- accompaniments. In addition there lock. jr.. James Morris, Thomas mony.
nich, where we toured the Bavar- and Malmaison, home of Napoleon
Ellard Kogan. a member of the
cola bottling co., and his family
pany's home economics depart- ara. four pages of suggested men- Smith. Alma Latham was flower The
ian Alps, continued via Mittenwald and Josephine. Versailles is the
American Institute of Decorators,
young Mrs. White is a gradfrom Cincinnati, Ohio; and many
ment, is, according to its authors, us — menus featuring salads for girl.
says
to Garmisch-Partenkirchen, f a in- most elaborate Palace in exisclosets should be decorated
uate of the Chicago Musical cola "sourcebook of salad ideas." In- all around the clock.
The matron of honor. Mrs. Ken•
accordin
ous resort at the foot of the tence.
g
to
whether
a man or
lege and is a former member of
Here are just a few examples neth Dawson, wore melon-colored
cluded are the simplest combinawoman's clothes are in them.
Zugspitze, then to Oberammergau There was much to see in Paris,
the Young Adult choir of Woodof what you'll find:
crystallete with matching slippers. lawn
of Passion Play fame. On this the "Miracle City," which is evFor women, he lines the walls
AME church. She teaches a
PIQUANT CHICKEN SALAD
The bride's attendants all carried
with real silk — imported from
trip we saw Hitler's former chalet, erything we had ever seen or
kindergarten class at Riis school
2 hard-cooked eggs. sliced
bouquets of yellow rosebuds,
and where the 1936 Skiimg Olym- dreamt of.
on the Westside. The groom, a Japan and mounted on paper so it
and their circular veils were trim3 cups cubed, cooked chicken
is applied in rolls just like
We left Paris for Cherbourg,
pics were held.
wall2-3 cup chopped Heinz Sweet Pie. med in seed pearls. The groom graduate of the University of Chi- paper. He said:
The next country was Switzer- where we embarked S. S. Queen
cago
is
currentl
y
working
on.his
Ides
was attended by Thomas Smith,
land. Here we visited Lucerne, In- Mary, for the U. S.
graduate degree in education. He "Silk provides a fitting backjr., best man; Lawrence T. Young,
1 cup chopped celery
ground
for
feminin
terlaken, Montreaux, and Lugano. The return was as delightful and
e
finery
a
n
d
1 teaspoon salt
jr., Atty. Eric Graham. John Hol- also is a former member of Wood- furs. Besides, it looks
We took the Alpine drive from enjoyable as the crossing on the
pretty
lawn's
when
AME
Young
Adult
church
teaspoon lemon juice
loway, James Morris and James
Lucerne to Interlaken, and went S. S. Queen Elizabeth, Arrived
choir and teaches high school his- the door is open."
cup Mayonnaise or Cooked Sal- Morris. jr., junior usher.
For men, however. Kogan likes
via Brunnen' and Altdorf (birth- home on the 20th century Limited,
tory. The couple will be at home
ad Dressing
Nuptial music was provided by at 9051 .:
a more masculine background in
place
of William Tell). Then feeling as much like the royalty
60th at., after Sept. 15.
Select 3 or 4 center slices of
the closet — sometimes he
through the Schoellenen Gorge to we viewed and were treated as.
uses
eggs for garnish; chop remaining
a tweedy wallpaper pattern but
Andermott and Furka pass for the
eggs. Mix chopped eggs lightly
his latest favorite is a tortoise
view of the ice cateracts of the
with remaining ingredients. Mound
shell design on a plastic wall covRhone Glacier.
of lettuce. Garnish with egg slices
ering, He added:
In Montreaux we visited the 1
and sprinkle with paprika ,takes
"Most men can't stand to look
Castle of Chillion immortalized by!
6 servings.
at the poste-patterned walls
that
,
Lord Byron.
women put in closets for hanging
AND MRS. BLOWE
In
Italy
A capacity crowd in Club DeLisa City or
we
visited
Milan, Venthe World Series, which- suits and overcoats"
Friday night saw two -dark horsAs a decorator for . a leading others. We were as one large fam- ict, Florence. Pisa, Naples and
ever
he
prefers.
The standing room
Rome. The glorious art of these'
es" emerge as winners of the SeChicago furniture store, Kogan has it y.
HY'
cities we will never forget, also
pia Models contest. The contest only crowd sat through a lengthy done closets which are
went
the
ship
to
movies
shared by
the Scale Opera house, in Milan;
was sponsored for the second con- program and patiently awaited the a couple. In this case, he
admit daily, laved tennis, swam, and Duomo Cathedral, in Venice,
(the
secutive year by Crest Models ag- announcement of the winning con- ted. he usually sticks to paint
activities city of
PRINTED
for enjoyed all the many ac
water) where we saw the
the walls in a matching or con- the ship afforded.
ency to find the most popular testants.
PA TTERN
Doges
Palace, Bridge of Size and
trasting shade to the bedroom
male and female in Windy City
delicious,
.
It also applauded the selection
St. Mark's square, with its bunclub
or
civic
circles.
Clifton Sneed. popular host about
ciodubsl;nd
tivTeh,e afpopeltizIl.nags
of runners-up. They are Leslie
aattnrta
.C. dreds of pigeons.
Disembarkation was at Southtown, presented a concise garden
The lovely young winner w h o Johnson, second for "Miss Sepia"
Florence, the cradle of the rehampton, England. While in Lonfashion show at the Giles Resi- proudly wears "Miss Sepia- crown honors: Ernestine Terry and
Lotand the magnificent
Bucking
don
we visited
ham Pal- gallerie
dence. 4523 S. Greenwood. Satur- these days is Lillie Jones. a strik- tie Walker.
s containing the masterful
ace, which was one and one half
day afternoon.
ingly beautiful college student. Caworks of Leonardo Da Vinci, MiLast year's 'Miss Sepia," Alblocks from our hotel, the Park
Sonic 150 guests assembled amid rolton Hamilton, a teacher in the
chelangelo. and Botticelli.
vena Burrows, crowned the female
Lane.
the sprawling umbrellas on t h e Chicago public school system,
e. inner and presented "Miss SeAll of our hotels throughout Eu- At Pisa we went in the Cathespacious grounds to witness Wor- emerged winner of the "Mr. Sepia" with a huge bouquet of Amerrope
were in the heart of the dral where hangs the lamp that
thy Ward. Chicago model. with pia" laurels, Both entered the race
ican Beauty roses. John Tate, wincity, and close to the historic Gallileo used in making his first
her high sit le fashions and orig- in its late stages
experiment with gravity. We
ner of the 1955 contest. crowned
scenes.
inal hat designs by Bil Howard
EASY sHL1TH — The Great
Miss Jones will be awarded an "Mr. Sepia." Runners-up
wcnt to the top of the leaning
visited
We
London.
in
Westmin
for that
American Look by Alex Col.
of Detroit.
all expenses paid trip to Parts. title are Herman Ward
tower.
ster
Abbey.
the Tower of London,
and Perry
man is interpreted here in an
A—isting in the fashion line-up France where an extende
pies
d and ex- Jones of talent scout popularity.
saw the famous crown jewels and
From Naples we visited t h e
easy sheath you step into. Ribwere Marie Delores, Ethyl Fitz- citing schedule
has been planned
many
colleges
ruins
and
Universi
Pompei,
of
ties.
then
to Salerno
bing adds significance to the
Holding the show together as
patrick. Carmen Coleman. Helen for her. The
itinerary includes visWe were to visit Oxford, but for- where many American soldiers
steel es. the buttoned lront. Lemaster of ceremonies was Herb
McLaurin, and Carole Brewer with its to the Folies
1
mer President Truman was re- lost their lives in World War two.
Begere. the fabbanon's pure wool jersey in a
Kent. Mrs. Bernadine Carrickett
Dcsorce Pt burn as commentator. ulous fashions salons
ceiving
Then
his
degree
the
that
Amalfi
leading
of
day,
and
drive
to Sorrento,
bonfire of Autumn color s.
— ----Parisian designers, and other gala Washington was her usual effecour tour was shortened. We also the city of Orange Groves. Next
Available in department stores
tive self as commentator
West Virginia mines about :10 activitie
visited the Shakespeare Country, the Isle of Capri. then by funicus.
sl„'ill ..:
which carry Ales Colman mer- percent of the nation's
s i,f;::‘ .;:
'
7;4; 1
1614
total coal
1.1-'
ii. 171
Over 50 women contestants vied VISITOR — Here from Cincinnati, which included Stratford - upon. lar we visited the town of Capri
.
1
:
el- :.':.1 1 i 1'1;1 Illse
Hamilton's prize is a similarly
chandise.
sti -11\-1:::
Ohio,
is Mrs. Jennie Lewis. Mrs. Avon, and the Memoria
output.
;:.
I
toot
vi
:,1'
and
for
made
a visit to the beautiful
the Parisian trip. Approximate.
l Theatre
underwritten trip to New York
Lewis is the house guest of Mr. there.
and colorful Blue Grotto,
ly 10 mates entered the contest,
and Mrs. Hurd Frank of 5015 South
:
::
:
18:i
.-, " 111 II:1 14
We left London for the Hague in In Rome we saw the ancient :
an annual event sponsored by Mrs.
-:1 .;...
Parkway. Many courtesies have Holland via the
Apo
pi
ruins,
itai NI mg 01
North
the corner stone which
Sea, an
i!
Bettye Lightsy as a Crest Models been
'ill
extended the charming Win- all day trip by steamer.
• ti
7. ::::
There we marks the beginning of Rome, the
\(111SiVe.
"
.
1 I'
5•6
I: :'I t
dy City visitor
visited Amsterdam, then to Volen- Tivoli, Villa D' Este with its foun- 1 ::: Isi

The Sanzuel Blowe's Report On
A Glowing Europea n Sojourn

New Book Of Salads
Includes Favorites

Decorate
Closets For
Her Or Him

Coed, School Teacher
Win 'Sepia' Crowns

PATTERN
Teen Charmer
NEW

Garden Show
Presents Fall
Chapeaux

;it1 66e•

GOP Ladies
Wield Brooms
For 'Sweep'

;
,
I

cascade brim. This was another crowd plesser during lb e
garden revue 'enday at t h e
home of Clifi 'need on So.
Greenwood ave.

The first bricks were made in
the United States in Baltimore in
1872. Before that bricks for the
construction of furnaces and other purposes had been imported
from England.

13. IE
O
.
I
,
"

1
0
-

"
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OW

The Illinois Committee on Convention arrangements made up of
prominent women throughout the
state, held a final "dress rehearsal- and wrap-up meeting last
week at the Hilton Hotel at it hich
time programming of events and
scheduled aggenda for the convention of the NFRW Sept. 5-7 was
Finalized. Mrs. Earl Clark of Chicago is chairman of this committee.
Committee members came
equipped with htooms to "sweep
up" after the recent Democratic conclave, in preparation for the
NERW, meeting to formulate campaign plans culminating in a
"clean Sweep" of the Republican
ticket in November.
ONE OF THE originals by Bil
Howard, %hose "hats by appointment" are known nationwide is shown
hien Pryer. The hat is black and white
felted beaver with horsehair

•ame•

F ''' 1..
—
.

EASIER— FASTER
MORE ACCURATE

4842

to,

44.4

CHICAGO GIRL FRIENDS
chose the ultra swank setting
of the Porterhouse Room of
the Sherman hotel to honor
a former Girl Friend now re-

siding in Menke City. T b e
guest of honor, Mrs. Alice
Beasley is seated third from
right. Group includes (from
left clockwise) Mesdames En-

nice Johnson, Vivian brows, a
guest of her sister, Mrs. leasley; Henrietta MeMillam, Osbeth Adams, Lois Lowe. Eve.
lyo Spencer, Enke Ihreeves,

It's a PRINTED Pattern! Sew.
simple; teener% can make this
dress themselves — directions are
printed on each pattern part! Classic style is a favorite for school;
3 sleeve versions to choose!
Printed Pattern 4842: Teenage
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16. Size 12 takes
4 5-8 yards 33-inch: 3-8 yard contrast fabric.
Directions printed on each tissue
.pattern part. Easy-to-use, accus
rate, assures perfect fit.
j Send Thirty-five cents in coins
I for this pattern—add 5 cents
for
each pattern for 1st-class mailing.
Send to ANNE ADAMS, care of
Yelande Cheatham, Virgil Dix- ,DEFENDER
310 Pattern Dept.
Oar Hazel Ganaway, Elisabeth
243 West 17th St., New York 116
Davis, George White, the guest N. Y. Print
Plainly NAME,
of honor, Faye Thatcher and I DRESS with
ZONE, SIZE and
Myrtle Seaptacke.
I STYLE NUMBER.

•
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.Move To Strip Thelma (mans Of Title
Rory Calhoun Defeated
By Webb For First Loss

The Great Smoky mountains aril
so-called because they are surrounded by an ever-present sort
of blue haze.

Initiate
Drive After
Meet Brawl

By RUSS J. COWANS
Rory Calhoun's boxing career,
By MALCOLM POINDEXTER
unblemished in 23 bouts, was tainted with his first defeat Wednesday
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP) —
night in Chicago stadium.
The United Golf association is unSpider Webb, 24-year-old alum- der fire by its women members
nus of Idaho State, scored an im- to strip reigning titleholder Thelpressive upset 10-round decisidn ma Cowans of Los Angeles, of her
over Calhoun in a bout that was crown.
bristling with action. The verdict
The action has been requested
of the officials was unanimous.
as a result of Miss Cowans' unVERDICT IS UNANIMOUS
sportsmanlike conduct and open
Judge Lou Capparelli voted 45
defiance of UGA rules during the
to 44 in favor of Webb. Judge
national championships at Cobbs
Howard Walsh had Webb in front,
here Aug. 20-24.
46 to 45, and Referee .loe White Creek golf course
was
the cause of
Cowans
Mrs.
for
voted
Webb, 46 to 44.
play
being haltmatch
women's
The fight Wednesday night was
the first to use the five-point sys- ed and no champion being declartem adopted by the National Box- ed. However, according to UGA
ing association at the meeting held rides, Alma Arvin, Pitch and Putt
in Miami and Havana, Cuba, re- Club, Baltimore. Md.. should have
been named champion.
cently.
Mrs. Arvin officially defeated ,
Calhoun seemed on his way to a
quick knockout in the third round Mrs. Cowans on the unit hole of
as he blasted 1Vehh's chin with a match play after the defending tistinging right, driving the Chicago tle holder was an hour-and-threelad sprawling against the ropes. quarters late on opening day. Mrs.
But Spider bounced back with a Arvin could hay., demanded vicvicious two-fisted attack of his tory by forfeit when Mrs. Cowan
'wn to offset the aggressiveness failed to appear 15 minutes after •
bounce off the ropes a n d
round, sending Webb sprawlON HIS WAY — Ellsworth
of the rugged fighter from White otticial 6 a.m, starting time.
launch a vigorous attack of
ing against the ropes. Calhoun
.•"Spider" Webb (right), ChicaPlains, N. Y.
CHALLENGER BEG AN
his own. Webb won the decisthought the punch had floored
go middleweight, is cracked on
The fight continued after the bell
PLAYING
ion. Defender photo by Rhoden
Webb, and started toward his
the jaw by one of Rory Caland the referee had to step beN. Y. middleweight who had
cage stadium last Wednesday
The referee asked Mrs. Arvin if
POWER Rory Calhoun (left)
corner, only to see Spider
houn's rights in the third
tween the two battlers to stop the
longupset
a
bit
a
big
waiting
score
mind
parnight.
won 23 straight without a dewould
is
Webb
she
hard
left
that
throws
a
I action.
when he won the unamimous
feat. (Detender photo by
tially blocked by Spider W'ebb
Webb, an elusive and shifty er, to which the Baltimore play
Rhoden.)
decision os er the White Plains,
in their 10-round bout in l'hi•
fighter, made effective use of a er agreed. When Mrs. Cowans failgood left jab, followed often ed to show up by 7130 a.m., Mrs.
by a good right that landed on Cal- Arvin began playing. By the time
houn's jaw. But Calhoun. a well Mrs. Cowans arriv(d, her opponconstructed fighter with a pair of ent was on the ninth hole.
sturdy legs, shook off every blow.
NVell aware of the almost impossible handicap she was under,
TOUGHEST EVER FACED
nevertheThis is not Roy Campanella's he collected 162 hits, 41 home' title, and Campy played an im- "He's the roughtest and toughest the reigning champion
with
t h e
fighter
on
I
go
agreed
to
ever
less
faced,"
drive
said
the
Brooks'
His
portant
part
in
runs.
Webb
in
142
runs, and drove
ar! It's an even year.
' in his dressing room after t h e match. Mrs. Arvin halved the 10th
Since joining the Brooklyn Dodg-, batting average that year was for the flag. In 123 games he collected 142 hits, including 32 home fight. "He punches hard and can hole.
ers in 1948. Campanella has been ' 231.
Without a word, Mrs. Cowans
JACKSON, Miss. — Things are ThomThomas Stewart, halfbacks MWAA guard from Starkvillet
National
runs and drove in 107 runs. His take a good punch.
at his lowest grade or. the "even" The Dodgers won the
"He hurt me several times with strode from the green. She regaround.
' Henry &land, 203-pound guard
due to brighten for followers of are no longer
years, and a storm of brilliancy league pennant that year, and in batting average during the season
punches
on
the
Louisville, Adrian Lewis,
law
,
from
f
complaint
and
immediate
istered
no
body.
I
the
figure
Tigers
even
so,
broke
But
Campanella
was
.318.
series
the world
on the "odd" years.
hit him several times with good which is the customary procedure the Jackson State college Tigers to be tougher this season on the 197-pound guard from Collinsville.
In the even years his batting blows, but
The hefty Dodger catcher won Walker Cooper's world series
enyou can't hurt him."
with players who feel they have this fall despite the loss of the
basis of some stick-out backfield and James Williams, 200-poundthe National league's most val- mark for most chances accepted mark has never reached .300. He
Webb's best round was the ninth not been treated fairly.
Jack
backfield.
starting
1955
tire
sertalent which saw only limited serv- er from Memphis, give the Tigers
uable player awards in 1951, 1953, by a catcher in a six-games
hit for .258 in 1948, .281 in 1956, when ite connected
with several
four rough and ready veteran
Later, however, Mrs. Cowans Witty, quarterback, Robert Hill, ice last year.
ies when he handled 56 chances .260 in 1952. and .207 in 1954. His chopping
and 1955.
rights to the jaw, fol- demanded that she be declared
guards.
tied
the
also
error.
He
played
in
143
an
and
In 1951 Campy
without
fullback, George Johnson
Spearheaded by Charles Sparhighest RBIs in the even years lowing his stiff jabbing
with the the champion and that the UGA
LEADS TACKLES
games, drove out 164 hits, includ- mark of 14 putouts set by Mickey was the 97 he drove in 1952.
Grant,
1Villie
Neal,
and
John
ro*
left.
reimburse her for travel evpenses.
ind 33 home runs, and accounted Cockrane of the Philacitlphia AthBest prospects now for tackle
He hit nine homers in 1948, 31 Calhoun, sensing that he Was beCowans and all other King, the Tigers offense should
Further, that the match be de- yin. Mrs.
for 108 of the Brooklyn runs. He letics in 1929.
Midis Lang, like Eiland a conare
opponents
tough
for
beginmake
it
tournament,
in 1950. 22 in 1952 and 19 in 1954. hind, came out swinging in t h e
the
in
golfers entered
clared "no contest."
Then came 1955 when the Dodgfinished the season with an averning with Tougaloo Southern Chris- verted fullback who weighs in at
tournament
to
the
prior
told
were
year. andCam- tenth, lie concentrated his attack
This
is
an
even
During the argument that fol210 pounds. Lang is from Newton,
age of .325. In 144 games in 1953 ers won their first world series panella, still bothered by that on the body, but was met
with lowed, Mrs. Cowans was asked by that absence or lateness would re- tian Sept. 15.
sophomore aspirants check in at
some
stiff
punches thrown by several of- The women players to sult in forfeit.
FIGURE IN PLANS
"even year" jinx, is down to an
204 and 240 pounds respectively.
Webb, who launched an attack
anemic .220 batting average.
Also figuring heavily in the Tigof "be sportsmanlike and admit deDespite the unusual happening,
Pete is from Beggs, Okla., and
his own.
Charles Sifford shot a 2-over-par ers plans to improve on the 1955 Starling Is from Yazoo
And to add insult to injury, the "I
City.
figured I had won the decision feat."
event.
annual
record
of
five
wins
four
lossthe
30th
and
Milwaukee Braves walked Jackie because
An open argument began dur- 70 to win
I made the fight," said
Dean
of
the
tacklers
is Robert
Robinson in the fifth inning of the Calhoun as
torn Going into the last round, the Fair- es are Al axelle Spriggs, 180his trainer patted his ing which score sheets were
Thornton,
205-pound
11held
an
senior
entry
pound
quarterback
from
Laurel,
from
Club
view
Gold
game Monday so Gene Conley right eye that
and
had a lump beneath from the club house wall
could pitch to Campy with t h e it. "I could have
from one stroke lead over Richard ihom- Lewis Slater, 188-pound quarter- Forest, who has been a mainstay
hurled
epithets
profane
run like he did
as, also of Fairview, who broke back from Corinth; Ray Self, 184- in the Tigers' forward wall during
bases loaded. This time Roy came but then the
officials would have end of the green to the other.
through with a single that scored thrown both of us
Ar- down under closing pressure and pound halfback from Starkville; the past three seasons.
Mrs.
further
embarrass
To
out of the ring.
finished with an 80 for a 297 total. Henry Lattimore, Ercell Butler
William Murry, a rugged 225.
three runs and gave the Dodgers ''He's a good boy and
I'm not vin, a UGA official, A. D. B. Crosthe victory.
trying to take anything away from by, of Columbus, Ohio, asked if
Sifford has won the title four and Samuel Crosby. halfback, and pounder from Charleston, will re.
join the squad after two years Oi
In the game Sunday he made a him."
she would mind playing a sec- straight years. His prize money to- Ernest Williams, quarterback.
bad throw to third in the first Calhoun hit the scales at
rd
If the Tiger coaches should Army duty.
162 ond match with Mrs Cowans, Mrs. taled $500. Runner-up Ho w a
inning on Danny O'Connell, the pounds, while Webb Caine in
was 15 "strike oil" and come up with a
Seven ends are slated to re.
at Arvin, quite outdone over the de- Wheeler( also of Fairview,
ball going past Randy Jackson to 156'
fending champion's behavior, flat- strokes behind. He came out with real find to handle the vital quar- turn and this could produce the
A crowd of 1,848 paid a net
left field, O'Connell continuing
terbacking chores in their split T hottest battle for starting assignof ly refused, put later agreed to a purse of $250.
TENrESSEE State university's after 10 years of campaigning. , home for the Braves' first run of $1,699.11 to see the bout that was play the match over and lost to
Other winners crowned were attack, they could have the most ments.
nationally televised.
women's track team placed six on , This year will be the third time the game.
Mrs. Cowans.
Gordon Goodson, Harrisburg, Pa., explosive unit ever to wear the
Hilton Adams, 175-pounder from
And Campanella did not look
the 17-member United State's 1956 she has been a member of the
According to UGA rule 11, the amateur. He bested Vernon Ter- Blue and White.
Memphis;
Willie Dismukes, 170team,
rungood in the double-header t h e
Olympic team which journeys to U. S. Women's Olympic
Defensively the Tigers figure to pound pass catcher from
referee's decision, if one has been ry, Aberdeen. Md. 2 and 2.
LouisMelbourne, Australia. At no time ning in London in 1948 and in Hel- Dodgers played with the Cubs in
appointed by the commission, is fiMichael Robinson, Chicago, won be stronger. They lost three top ville; Gilbert Elliott, 204 pounds,
finShe
1952.
Finland
in
sinki,
HAWKINS, Texas.—Jarvis Chris- nal. If no decision is reached, the the boys' division title and Effie notch performers from last year's from
Wrigley Field Tuesday. His hitin the history of the Olympics has
Georgetown, Ky. and Aaron
any one team qualified that many ished sixth in the 1952 100 meters ting was below par, and his throw- tian college, maintained by the dispute is forwarded to the UGA Brent, New York, aefeated Agnes squad in Odell Jordan, six foot, Jones, six foot, 190 pounds
from
wernafi
American
only
th•
final,
representing
this
United
team
on
a
ing
was
an atrocity.
Christian Missionary So- rules of Golf Committee. Their Parrish, Washington, 6 and 5, in 208-pound guard; Estus. Hood 210- Starkville,
girls
all saw service as
But the 3.5-year-old Campanella ciety, and a demonstration center decision is final.
country. Thus the triumphs of the to place in the Helsinki meet. She
women's first flight play. No pound tackle, and Napoleon Skin- freshmen and should hit their
Tennessee State girls is really a led off for the American foursome can attribute his big slump to the of the National Board for Fundaner, 215-pound
In the particular case, a referee champion was crowned.
All-conference strides as sophomores.
first in the annals of American which established a new Olympic seven year jinx that has plagued mental Education, will begin its was appointed. And according to
Dollar Sanders, Memphis, beat tackle.
relay.
meters
the
400
record
in
him since he came up to the Dodg- 44th year Sent. 10, with an expect- established rule should ha v e M. H. Holmes, Atlanta, 4 and 3,
track and field competition.
The battle for center has been The first international
The time was 45.9 seconds which ers.
POSfid
ed enrollment of well over 300.
narrowed
down to Ralph Bishop, Congress was held in
A heavy track at Washington's
senior
class,
awarded
the
in
the
men's
match
to
Mrs.
Ar
new world record. With
Switzerland
American University slowed up the also is a
Herbert
Smith,
and
Floyd
Valenin 1874.
Miss Faggs in setting the new
e of the sprinters but didn't
tine.
Miss Barbara Jones
record
were
dein
its
tler the Nashville team
Bishop, a steady performer deof Chicago's CYO, Miss Jean Mortermination to place more than
spite his 179 pounds, played every
Catherine
(white)
and
Miss
eau
two on the Olympic squad.
minute of five games played by
Hardy of Fort Valley, Ga., State
the Tigers in 1955. He is being
' Miss Mae Faggs, the Bayside, L. college.
mentioned as an All-Conference seI. flyer who weighs only 108 lbs.
Miss Faggs wiill represent Amerand stands 5 feet 2 inches in ica in both the 100 meters and
lection before the season opens
height, came through with a 24.2 the 200-meters events. Mrs. Brown
and could gain the coveted honor
seconds in the 200 meters and will compete in the broad jump
if the Tigers live up to predictions.
placed second to her teammate, and the discus.
Smith, a Waynesboro boy, m a y
Isabelle Daniels, in the 100. The
come through in his second year
REMEMBER THIS: Eight Netime was 12 seconds flat. Lucinda gro women will wear the colors
with the Tigers. A transfer stuWilliams. taking third in the cen- of the U. S. Olympic team.The
dent from Alabama State college,
tury, made a clean sweep of the committee has picked 17 members.
Smith saw service with the Alafirst three places for the Tennes- Miss Barbara Jones, member of
bama 11 before entering t h e
see team.
Armed Services,
the 1952 team was selected along
' Thus in Melbourne, the three with Rebecca Ayers, both now of
Valentine 190-pound converted
finishers in the finals of the Olym- the Chicago Comets, were alterhalfback, where be performed
pic tryouts in the 100 meters will nates.
commendably during his hig h
compete in that event. And in the (2) The United States Olympic
school career, is also given an even
200 meters will be Miss Faggs anti— Committee 'will appreciate any fichance to see some service at the
her teammate Wilma Rudolph who nancial support you can give to
post.
finished second in the tryouts.
help pay the expenses of the trip
Milton McAfee, 202-pound fresh' Tuskegee Institute's Mildred Mc- to Melbourne and we should
man candidate for center la st
Daniel will be U. S. lone entry REALLY help.
year and a classmate of Valenthe women's high jump. She
(3) The Olympic committee, both
tine's, is no longer counted among
a 5 feet, 4 inches, three inches women and men, have nev er
the candidates for the pivotal slot.
better than her nearest competi- drawn any color line. Ability is
Robert Banks, 190-pound A 1 I
tor.
all that counts and (4) We have
were
two
surprises in the to take our hat off to Dr. W. S.
' There
tryouts. Mrs. Earlene Brown of Davis, president of Tennessee State
Compton. Calif., a 226-p 0 u n 4 university, for his encouragement
mother of a 9-months-old son,heav- and his long range program which
/
2 inches, has made it possible for the girls
ed the discus 145 feet, 41
to break a week old record, and of State to win two National AAU
then put the shot 46 feet, Ilti inch- outdoor championships and .to
es to break her own record (also place six on the 1956 U. S. Olympic
team.
a week old) of 45 feet.
And to Tom Harris, former
The second surprise and the one
which astonished Kenneth "Tug" coach at Tennessee State who hanWilson, president of the U. S. dled Audrey Patterson and Emma
Olympic Committee, was the per- Reed who were on the 1948 team,
formance of Tennessee State's Miss Miss Patterson placing third in
Margaret Mathews, winner with a the 200 meters event. AND of
FOR SAFER PASSING! For quick
19 feet, 9 1-4 leap in the broad course to Ed Temple, the Harrisacceleration to pass safely, you
jump. She also will go to Australia burg, Pa., boy who carried on
need 10 times more power than
for that event along with Willie where Tom left off.
normal cruising demands. Sinclair
WHAT ARE the chances of the
B. White, also of Tennessee State,
Power-X Gasoline gives it to you
who was second to Miss Mathews. American girls against the world's
foul So today...
best
in
Next
Melbourne?
week,
we
American
1
iss
3 Mathews broke the
4
POWER UP WITH
ad jump record of 19 feet 4 will discuss the best times made
UGA CHAMPIONS — At the
a big field that competed at
son, Harrisburgh. Pa., winner
phia; Max Stanford, president
ches set by another Tennessee in the Olympic tryouts against
left, kneeling, is Charlie SifCobbs Creek in Philadelphia.
of the amateur crown, and Joe
of the Fairview Gold club in
.State girl, Miss Margaret Jackson. those times for the Olympic events.
IINIICIt StlittlIf NU110111011SOT
ford, Philadelphia, who capThe victory brought Sifford
Roach, Los Angeles, who failPhiladelphia, host to the tourMiss Faggs has but one ambi- The girls from the U. S. have a
K
NW•MONK IIMILLIKES MAN
straight
UGA
tured his fourth
ed in his bid for a fourth
8500. Next is Moss H. Hendnament and Franklin Lett, sr.
; tiorr. That is to win a first place hard job cut out for them. Maybe
'Where Perfection of Product is
championship
week
pro
last
rix,
Washington,
who
presentstraight
crown.
Standing
Detroit,
UGA
it.
At
least
we
HOPE
do
can
president.
Olympic medal and retire from they
tradition-. Louisville. Kentunv
•
PREMIUM GASOLINE
ed the trophies; Gordon Goodare Chris Conner, Philadelwhen he posted a 276 to pace
track activities as a competitor SO.

Campanella Again Plagued By The
Even Year Jinx That Plagues Hun

Prospects Brighten Jackson Hopes
To Improve On Record OfLast Year

O

Australia Bound

Opens 44th Year
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THE
LIGHT
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YOU
CAN
STAY
WITH
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Memphis'Dollar Sanders Captures
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f TEAM MANAGERS for the
r:guestvsel-ast
WDalrA taG
guaey wHere
, ! itan
, week at a banquet in their
drive-in.
at
arrivals
Early
1
seen
here
beiifore the big tasty steaks were
f•
II brought in are: (front row) W.
C. Spearman, Gospel Temple;
Manuel
Doggett,
Gospel
f Temple; Davis Dickens, Doug1 0, las, Jimmy Goodrich, Castal1 `a,

li

Ii Braves, and J. D. Wiggins,
Hyde Park. Second row: Anderson Jackson, East Side;
Edward Jackson, Dixie Hts.
John Taylor, a guest; H. M.
Carnes. YMCA; James Quarles, another gues t; Ernest
Hamilton;
Buford,
Frank
Armstrong, of WDIA, and behind him WDIA's A. C. (Moohah) Williams, John Ware,

•

.,

it
e

• ',..—

Douglass; Samuel Harr!s,
Klondyke and Joe Hunt e r,
Dixie Homes. Management not
seen are Lawyer Cox, Elliston
Heights; Paul Burton, Orange
Mound; Herman Taylor, Castalia Homer Bell, Hamilton;
Perry Alle n, St. Augustine;
H. L. Jackson, Gospel Temple;
John Bowden, Douglass; AnMitchell, Orange
derson

Me/rose Lost 13 Good Players;
Douglass Losses Not So Great

ttiF

illk AL

Mound, S a m Dolgia, Dixie
Heights; Edward Jackson,
Dixie Heights; Matthew Simmons, Hamilton, and William Robinson, Gospel
Temple. Nearly 400 boys played in the junior and senior
divisions of the WDIA league
this year. Manager Carnes'
boys swept both champion(Newson Photo.)

Baptists Hear
Revs.Roy Love,
L. A. Hamblin

PHILADELPHIA — Charles Sif- Flight, James Wilborn, Fairview; 1Flight, Emanuel Gethers,
Newark; t Flight, Effie Brent, New York;
ford, golfdom's pro of pros, has Second Flight, R. C. Barrow, At- I Ninth Flight,
Sam Perrine, Fair- Second Flight, Mary King, Atlantic
done it again.
1ante; Third Flight, Charles Wright; view; Tenth Flight, Collins, Fair- City and
Third Flight, Nemice
Sifford, playing out of the host New York; Fourth Flight, Nathan view; Eleventh
Flight, Jesse' Ham- Weir, Dayton.
Fairview Golf club, posted a fancy , Vaughn, Shreveport; Fifth Flight, mond, Pittsburg
h; Twelfth Flight,
Men's Senior — Championship
276, beating his closest competi- Edward Austin, Fairview; Sixth Edward Whitley,
Fairview and Flight, Dollar Sanders, Memphis;
tion, clubmate Howard Whaler, by Flight, Robert Crawford, Wash- Thirteenth
Flight, Herbert Wat- First Flight, Marshall Brooks, Defifteen strokes to win $500 first ington; Seventh Flight, Willie
ers, Chicago.
troit and Second Flight, W. K.
prize money and annex his fourth White, Kennett Square; Eighth
Women's
Amateur
First
Harris, Detroit.
—
straight UGA pro championship,
during the United Golfers Association's 30th annual national tournament at Philadelphia last week.
The cool, cigar-smoking Charlie
was the leader all the 72-hole-way
of the difficult Cobbs Creek layout, which he negotiated in near
perfect form, using
the new
"Charlie Sifford" clubs, fashioned
by Burke Golf Company. Sifford
is the only Negro to have an autographed professional club.
ROACH EDGED
The amateurs saw a semi-finals
elimination of tournament favorite Joe Roach, St. Louis stylist,
who was low medalist this year
and champion in 1953, 1954 and
1955. Roach was defeated by Gordon Goodson, Harrisburg, Pa.,
who eliminated Vernon Terry, Aberdeen, Md., 3 and 2 in the final
play of the tournament. Goods
is a two-time UGA winner having won in 1952.
A "no-contest" was declared for
the women's championship division
leaving that division without a
champion for the 1956 tournament,
Dollar Sanders, Memphis, Tenn.,
defeated Dr. H. M. Holmes, Atlanta, Ga. for the senior men's
championship while James Mayfield, Baltimore, Md., and Shirley
Turner, Detroit, Mich. are junior
boys' and girls' champions.
Detroit's Frank Lett UGA president, announced that the Association's 1957 tournament will be played in Washington, D. C., with the
Wake Robin Golf club serving as
host. The UGA complimented the
Coca-Cola Company for the beautiful array of trophies which it
has contributed to the tournament for the past four years.

a
TROPHIES FOR THE CHAMPIONS and recollection of
feats on the green are causes
enough for the round of smiles
exhibited here following play
in the United Golfers Association's '30th annual national
tournament at Philadelphia

last week. The trophies, f o r
the fourth year, were donated
by the Coca•Cola Company.
From left: Chris Conner, The
Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Company; James M a y•
field, of Baltimore, Md., junior boys' champion; Max Stanford, president of the Fairview

Golf club, host of the Philadelphia meet; Dollar Sanders,
Memphis, Tenn., who defeated
Dr. H. M. Holmes, Atlanta,
Ga., for the senior men's title,
and Moss H. Kendrix D. C.,
public relations man, who presented the Coca-Cola trophies.

Rev, Roy Love, pastor of Mt.
ALEXANDER DeLOACII, JR. Charles Hicks, end.
These were: William Kincaide, Nebo Baptist church, Memphis
, deIn the backfield Coach W e s t- Memphis tackle and Mr. Gridiron livered the introductory
Well, hello you sport fans!
sermon
I Let's get together again to see brooks will have Aaron Hackett Greatest last season; Elbert Par- on
Sept. 5 at the National Baptist
rish, quarterback; Lindsay Ruhow those football games are get- and H. Moore as halfbacks.
ting along out on the fields.
Coach Westbrooks says his Gold- dolph, a tackle Raymond Lurks, Convention, USA, in Denver, Colo.
preparing to play one of 'he most
The confab closes on Sept. 9. On
This week I took a peek at en Wildcats will be hurt this sea- a guard: William Sanders guard;
rugged football schedules in Tiger
ildelrose and Douglas High schools. son by lack of depth and inex- Ernest Poteet end, and Sinclair Saturday, Sept. 8 Rev. L. A. Ilamhistory. No longer around due to
graduation or completion of eligiI The Melrose Golden Wildcats, perience. In addition Coach West- Stewart, line backer. They a 11 blin, pastor of Golden Leaf Bapbility will be stanlee Greene, halflocal and state champions for the brooks is losing Melvin Conley ; went to Fort Valley State college. tist church, Memphis, gave t h e
Captain of the Red Devils this Memorial
past three years, coached by Joe from his Coaching staff. Mr. Conback; Robert Hill, 220-pound full.
Sermon.
Starring
'season
McDonald
Tom
is
,
end.
an
Westbrooks lost 12 men through ley has been, moved up to a prinback now under reserve contract
Rev.
E.
W.
Walton,
Missisof
AVA
GARDNER
graduation and another to the U. cipalship. Taking his place will be J Coach Miller, with just 28 boys sippi, was heard Thursday
with the Baltimore Colts; Estus
afterS. Army.
E. Mitchell, a former Melrose star out, say they have really been noon, Sept. 6.
Hood, 210-pound tackle; George On NEW DAISY Screen Wednesday!
working hard on the field
Johnson, outstanding halfbac k;
l The "gone" players are the fab- and a graduate of Southern uni- Some of the boys who
Almost a dozen reports f rom KEV WINNERS
will he
versity.
Odell Jordan, 208-pound guard
Key winners in the tournament
ulous Andrew Earthman, three;seeing lots of action for the Red newly established commissions
are as follows: Men's Pros —
time All-Memphis halfback, off to The Golden Wildcats get to open j Devils
JACKSON, Miss. — Several fa- from Meridian; Thomas Stewart,
were heard, during the meet.
are:
pound-for-pound one of the best
Charles Sifford, Fairview — 291; miliar faces will be
Tennessee State
university; (it may not be a pleasure) against
missing when
Earl Turner, end; John Jones.
On Friday national leaders par- Howard
Wheeler, Fairview — 291; "Big John" Merritt and his assist- backs to ever perform in this secCharles Butler, all-Memphis tac- Hot Springs the team which last 'tackle; Elie Jones,
guard; William ticipated in a debate on impletion of the country, and Jack WitWilliam Bishop, Quaker City-295; ants get down to the
kle, to Tennessee State; Joseph year snapped their long winning Frank, guard; Joe Neal, jr..
business of
cen- menting the Supreme Court's de- Richard
ty, quarterback from Greenwood.
record,
Thomas, Fairview —
Lee, all-Memphis guard, to Tenhere Thursday, Sept. 13. ter; Martin Dale, tackle;
Walter cision. Among those heard were 295; Robert
The loss of Witty will probably
*lessee State; William Ha rde n, Now over at Douglass.
Alexander, Detroit —
Bankhead, quarterback; Larry Rev. C. K. Steele, of Tallahassee,
have inure influence on the Tig298 and Walter Smith — 299. Men's
quarterback, to Southern univer- The Red Devils, Coach A. D. ' Qualls, halfback;
Huns Douglass Fla.; Dr. T. J. Jemison, secretray Amateur
ers' early season performance than
lity; T. George, a quarterback, to Miller and his assistant Charles and James Moore both
Championship Flight,
at fullback. of the convention from Louisiana Gordon
any other single loss. Quarterback
Goodson, Harrisburg; First
toward university; Herman Mc- Jones were not too much hurt j Well, that
does it for this week and Dr. Thomas Kilgore, of New '
has been one of the Tigers' chief
Clellan, a tackle, to Grambling by graduation, losing seven boys. !fans. More
next week.
York City.
trouble spots since the days when
*allege; Robert Weeden, a center,
the Tiger chief could call on either
UCLA; Willie Toles, fullback W.
Jimmie Roberts or Clarence Hales.
Lee end, and Frank Taylor, end,
From all appearances despite
to Philander Smith college EdThe first Negro to ever don a
yard Wiritt, guard and Prentis
New York Giant football uniform these heavy losses it is the one
position that will be wide open
Naylor, fullback, to Xavier univeris still with the Giants and will
when the Tigers began their twosity; David Eilon, end, went to
perform against the Chicago Car-a-day drills Sept. 1.
the Army.
dinals at Crump Stadium on Frilen
Lincoln university does not apBy FRANK ARMSTRONG
CAPTAIN HARDEN
day night, Sept. 21.
pear on the very attractive (from
Sports
Director,
WDIA
Captain of this year's squad Is
Few rookies breaking into the the fans'
point of view) menu proSteve Harden, slick passing quar- Fast
punching
welterweight ,Syracuse Wednesday night, Sept. • only to lost it to Tony DeMarco
Radio Station WDIA will again big time ever faced as much pres- vided by the schedule makers
this
ter back who shared the field gensure
as
Emlen
Tunnell
in 1948. The season. After one year's
Johnny Saxton, will suc- 12. The fast talking Saxton who in Boston. Basilio won it from broadcast "WDIA Football" this
absence
eral duties last season with h i s champ.
year. There will be remote pick- story is told of some early sea- Texas-Southern, a perennial pow- GLAMOROUS . . . Ava Gardne
brother William. Co-captains are cessfully defend his title against was born on Independence Day DeMarco arid Saxton regained the
ups direct from the scene of play son games that year when half- er in the Southwest conferenc
e, plays the most dramatic role of
l;eorge Buckner, a guard, a n d former champ Carmen Basal° in twenty six years ago m Newark, bauble from Basilio. Conditioning
under the careful supervision of . . .to give WDIA listeners all the back Tunnell caught a punt and returns to the Tigers' scheriele her career in M•G-111's "Bhowani
has matured.
former lightweight contender Gene thrills of the game right from was immediately hurled to t h and Xavier university of New Or- Junction." CinemaScope filmizaSaxton, an orphan who w a s Burton at Summit,
ground by four or five beefy line- leans comes back after
N. J.. Saxton their own living rooms.
a much lion of the best-seller novel, with
raised in Brooklyn by foster par- has been a terror
There will be a remote ii n it men.
longer respite.
in his training
Stewart Granger co-starring.
ents, has been fighting the major sessions. Manager Frank
"Signal for a fair catch next
"Blinky" broadcast team on hand for each
Glamorou
s Ava enacts an Anglot part of his life; now he wants in- Palermo is looking
for a kayo vic- of the high school games to be time," instructed one of the coach- ,
Indian girl in the spellbinding
dependence, The former Golden tory.
There
are about 400 casualty in- story, filmed on location in Pakisplayed in Memphis. The scene of es. Obediently, Tunnell made a
Gloves champion who chalked up Basilio, three years
older than the games will be Booker T. Wash- fair catch on the next punt. There surance companies in the U. S
at.nens Wednesday at the NEW
tm
ane,o
brilliant
a
record in the ring be- Saxton, is one of
the strongest ington stadium and Melrose stadi- was a smattering of booing from large as all New England plus DAISY theatre for a 3 day engagefore suffering his first defeat by men in the ring today.
the stands. On the second fair Delaware.
His man- um.
Gil Turner, is eager to prove his ager Joe Netro
said Basilio is eag.
Schools whose games will be catch the booing was more proability.
er to prove to his large tamily broadcast
include, Booker T. nounced.
Saxton gained the title by de- and friends that he was jobbed by
Washingt
on,
Melrose, Hamilton, SHOWED SPIRIT
cisioning Kid Gavilan in P hilly the officials in Chicago.
"If you want a fair catch on
Augustine, Manassas, and DougSTARTS
3
BIG
lass High schools The Melrose' the next punt you better put in
SUNDAY
DAYS!
Golden Wildcats, the state champs someone else,' Tunnell grimley
for the last three years, will be told the Giant coaches. "T h e
out again to defend their title crowd thinks I'm afraid. I'll show
against the other five city teams. them who's afraid "
WARNER BROS'.!1
Twice on succeeding punts TunFIRST TO LAST
nell was buried by tacklers. The
GIR:gGPF&
The first broadcasts of the sea- j third time he twisted loose and
son wilt begin on Thursday, Sept. was off on a spectacular
touchPECK
13 when the Melrose Golden Wild- down run that brought
the crowd
cats will meet Hot Springs at to its feet.
Melrose Stadium. The broadcasts ' That was the beginnin
g of one
will conclude with a summary of of the great careers in pro
footthe game at the end of the ball ball. Tunnell is now
in his ninth
I 7Ht
game. The season will end with .1 season and Mid-South
fans w ill
the broadcast of the Blues Bowl ' see on Sept. 21 in
Crump Stadium
mouCTION Of HERMAN MELVILLE'S
from Melrose Stadium on Friday that the fleet-footed
Negro h a s
night, Nov. 30th.
lost none of his speed.
The WDIA remote unit team will
Tickets for Negro fans are on
VERSATILE — Harry "Suitconsist of Frank Armstrong, sports sale at the Central
come one of the team's de•
Ticket Office
aim reTECHNICOLOR
case" Simpson's playing has
director, Nat D. Williams, A. C. in Goldsmith's and at
pendables. Third
baseman
Crump stabeen sensational. Manager
Williams, Rufus Thomas and J. dium.
Hector Lopez calls Simpson
Lou Boudreau recently said
E. Brooks, Other WDIA radio perthe special deli% ery man beSimpson is one of the main
sonalities will appear on the broadcause he always delivers on
spark-plugs of the team. Simptime. (Photo by Bill Patten).
casts from time to time.
son, a former Indian has beThe first week's games are Melrose against Hot Springs, Thursday, Sept. 13, and Hamilton and
Douglass, Friday. Sept. 14, both
at Melrose stadium.
AGILE — Speedy Vic Power,
er, he has had difficulty hitA schedule for the complete prep
Athletics' infielder, is enjoying
ting against Yankees' pitching.
season will be carried next week.
a good season. Power. w 'n
(Photo by Bill Patten).
was sold by the Yankees to
the Athletics, is one of the
loop's leading batters, howev.

By

Tigers Will
Search For
uarterback

Pick Saxton To Retain
Title Against Basilio

"Bhowani
Junction"

Tunnel!
Lme- In
Up For
Prep Football N. Y. Giants
Will Be On
The Air Again

](EVERSmolaSIGHT! NEVER SuarlitiGHT!
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103 PROOF CAVALIER
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We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RYTHM AND BLUES
Both Speeds 45 and 78

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m To 9:00 p.m

50 South Main Street
(Next To Warner Theatre)
Phone lA. 5-3156

body Mat

Opens 44th Year
HAWKINS, Texas —Jarvis Christian college. maintained by the
United Christian Missionary Society, and a demonstration center
of the National Board for Fonda:mental Education, will begin its
44th year Sent. 10, with an expected enrollment of well over 300.

Post Dispatch Editor
Reviews Novel On TV
ST. LOUIS — George R. McCue,
assistant editot of the Sunday Pictures Section fur the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, will review t h e ;
book, "Tales of he Mississippi"
by Ray Samuel, on "Bookmark",
the St. Louis Public Library's
weekly television program Tuesday, Sept. 4.

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
.306 Poplar at Lauderdale
Phon• IA 5.6348

CAN YOU USE

CASH'
)
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
WHfRI MIAS IL/K1 YOU
GET PRIfileiNriAi

alma •

LO
AN
S
AUTOS FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

•
There is • reason why people
like to do business with us It
is our prompt, friendly servici•
courteous treatment and desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Closed all day Saturday

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Winne Owned Home Operated

"rakes'the hiq QV/elm?!

Here's the perfect "plus" proof-103—that's
chang:ng the vogue in Vodka drinks! Only
Cavalier is available at 103 proof.
Matchless for clarity, Cavalier odds new
smoothness, brings keener zest to every drink.
Try Cavalier with tomato juice ... it's the
Bloody Mary that tops them all. In the
"ribbon V" bottle, guide to superiority.

as American

.‘\\

•>\\\
\\N,
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'CAVA I:I Etri

OS Jazz

CAVALIER

the great ,InsericanVORKA.

DISTILLED FROM AMERICAN GRAIN • 103 IROOf • CONTINCNIAL
DISTILLING CORPORATION • mialmitsuALAte

•
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Sept. 8, 1956
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•
WLOK'S PLATTER PARTY
packs 'em in Thursday nights
at the YMCA, Lauderdale at
Linden. The weekly part).
sponsored by WLOK and the
Seven-tip Bottling company of

Al nibbler, vocalist who is carving his own niche in the jazz idiom, and "Peanuts" (first name
Michael) Hucko, clarinetist from
the "free-swinging" school were
guests of CBS Radio's "Upbeat
Saturday Night."
•
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perfectly'
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sure everything goes smooth.
almost didn't get on the
picture themselves. Cane is
just right of Officer Robinson.
Expressions on the face of the
youngsters tell the story et the

at left was a few volunteers
who'd like to get their picture taken with him. As it
turned out Cane and Officer
Wendell Robinson. one of the
policemen around to make

Happenings
At LeMoyne

fun they're having. Phot o
right shows some of the dancers from last Thursday
night's session. Youngsters pay
twenty-five cents admission.

makes
Gin-and-Tonic
best
Gilbey's brilliant clarity is your
certain promise of the best
Gin•and-Tonic. Gilbcy's is
made the natural, uncolored N1 av
...the gin that's dry, crystal-clear
and the right proof. Please
yourself yyith"Gilbey's Please."

GILBEY'S
GIN

By LOUVEN1A .T. CLARK

Hello!
reporter. , Lane Chapel Sunday school
news
Here's your
This is your new LeMoyne re- !again, bringing you the latest held its Annual Promotion
a y
porter bringing you all the hap- City and Madison.
program last Sunday. The propenings about LeMoyne on a n d
The public schools in St. Fran- gram consisted of recitations and
off the campus.
County closed their doors last music by the young people of the
cis
,
By TOMMY PARKER
First, I would like to take the week for the Fall vacation. And Sunday school. Mrs. Vernon Cox
3
pleasure of welcoming the fresh- students and teachers will get a and Mrs, A. P. Suggs were sponin the church cafeteria.
By TOMMY PARKER, Jr.
him
to ask
him. How can I get
By (Armory% STEWART
Mr. and Mrs. Timmie Ellis, men of LeMoy.ne college. We up- well-earned rest. . .Rest f r o m sors, Judge Turner. superintendme for a date? Beatrice.
A surprise birthday dinner parCarlotta
Dear
successclassmen
a
per
you
wish
dent.
classes, at least.
Dear Be:
ty was served in honor of Tommy of 2315 Jackson, had for their week
I am 15 and I am about to die.
ful year of work.
We are happy to welcome to
First Baptist church sponsored a
Parker, jr., your West Memphis end guest their aunt, Mrs. ElizaBeware of the friend that you
with a boy who will
love
in
am
I
The week rif Sept 5-10 will be Forrest City, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-' Memorial Day Rally last Sunreporter, last Monday, August 27, beth Jones, of Los Angeles, Calif.
year. and II must tell all your secrets to, It
next
school
my
to
go
and family of day, which proved an overwhelmHorman
at his home on 208 N. 14th st. Mrs. Mettle King Reather and quite a busy one at LeMoyne as ward
every day. Ile won't ask appears that this friend hai'goyRock. Mr. Norman has as- ing success, Rev. F. M. McClen- see him
Making this occasior possible were Sam King, of 218 S. 8th st., cele- freshmen register and lg.() through Little
me for a date. I think he would ed herself a hindrance, rather than
corned duties of drincipal of Christ don, pastor.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom- brated their birthdays last week orientation. Frosh officers will be
asked me during the sum- a help. When you see this boy act
have
Parochial school. Their
Visiting with Mr. and Mrs. .To ' mer. but a girl told him I liked friendly, hut don't
"swoon."
my Parker, sr., who served Bar- at their home. Everyone had an elected during the week. Upper Church
enjoyable time.
classmen are registering on Sept. school bell rings for eager young- seph Allen is his mother, Mrs
beque, Cole Slaw, Spaghetti, Pickthink he is girl shy. ,Ilist he natural. Don't „tell ,any
I
and
him,
sters on Monday.
•
Mrs. Jessie Mae Gilmer of Chi- 7.
Erma Allen of Holly Springs, Miss.' I don't smoke, I don't think I am more of your friends that you jilts
les, Hot Rolls and Soft drinks.
The sixty-fourth annual session
cago were here visiting her cousLeMoynites are proud of their
Visitors here for the day last bad looking, but I am beginning him. If your friends think you
Guests included Misses Modes- in,
Mrs. Helen Williams, of 216 S. newly elected student council of- of the North Arkansas Baptist Sunday were Mrs. Alice Barabin to think I haven't a chance with have lost interest in him, they
.
tine Scott, Valeria Eva Turner, 8th st.
ficers who were chosen the final Woman's Association connvened
R. V.
o
will stop saying and doing things
of Osceola and her sister, M r s.
Sarah Ann Coffey, Dorothy Lou- was here visiting Mr. and Mrs.
in Wynne last week. The theme'
week of the last term.
which have been anything . but
1.illian Wilson of Chicago. Mrs. visited relatives and friends.
ise Jordon, Emma Dora Moore, Scott and Dan Scott, of Memphis.
They are Herman Hennings, of the meeting was "Facing the
Mrs. Catherine Daniel and son. helpfel to you and your desire to
Lois Jean Mack, Mattie Jean Park- Mr. and Mrs. Roy James Stall- president; James Bishop, vice Challenge With a New World Vio-I Janet Nesbitt of Los Angeles, who
was returning from Chicago and Eric. who recently moved to New , date this boy. After thing§ bars
er, Mildred Moore, Dorothy Jean ion. of 125 S. 15th st., had as their
president; Yvonne Brown, secre- ion." Local persons participating Detroit, stopped to visit with haven, corm., spent a few days, settled down a littl perhaps you
Moore, Margie Jean Taylor, Stella guests last week Mrs. B. C. Jenk- tary; Wilhemena Doggett, assistthe program were: Mesdames 1
friends here. And Mrs. Oh a Tous- last week with her mother, Mrs.! could invite him to a school aElair,
Louise Moore, Roosevelt G. Col- ins of Chicago, Mrs. Alice Shepant secretary; George Cox. treas- Tolise Purifoy, Ethel Ford, Car- ant Miles of Toledo, Ohio, daugh- Hattie Levesque.
where all the girls are inviting
lins, Jesse Louis Jordon, Lyn- herd' of Little Rock, Ark., Miss urer; Sidney McNairy, business reatha Banks, Alvah Smith, F. N.
We all mourn the death of Mrs. boy s. Or, why not get together
ter of Mrs. Marshall Tousant, sr.
wood Billups, John Jones, James Dorothy Jean Stallion and Miss manager,
Shirley ‘Vestbrooks,' Jamison, Doris Owens, Sallie Pitts,
Mr. and Mrs. George K. Cole- Lennie Brooks. a long-time resi- with some of your girl friemieand
Lee Williams, Freddie C. Taylor, Mamie Lee Ford of Memphis chaplain, and Joseph Turner, par- Rev. E. L. Nelson and B. C. Wilof Houston, Texas were' dent of Forrest City. She was a give a party? Again, the girls
man
Archie Lee Taylor and Joe Moore.
hams.
lementarian.
in the home of the M. C. faithful member of First Baptist could ask the boys. If you -ones
guests
were
Other guests
Freddie J. A few weeks ago, Prof. L. R
Jeffers for a short visit recently. church. Funeral services were , break the ice perhaps he wig thee
Moore, Curtis McClure, A. B. Mc- Jackson, principal of Wonder High
ask you for that longed-for date.
They were returning from Peoria,I held in Toledo, Ohio.
Clendon, Glen McClure, Eddie E. school and some of the other men
attendbeen
have
they
111., where
Taylor and Kenneth R. Jackson,
ing Bradley university.
all of eWst Memphis, and Robert ganization called the "Wonder high
club" as a
Mrs. Mildred West has just reLee Beard of Chicago, Ill., and school
of Prof. Jackson outlining
turned from Chicago, where she
Charles Berry Gammon of Mem- result o
some of the urgent needs of the
visited her sister, who is ill.
phis, Tenn.
NEW YORK — The current is- World. Altogether perhaps two
school. The following officers were
Visiting the Walter Mooreheads
Games were played and every
elected: F. M. Montague, chair- sue of Life magazine begins a se- million were landed alive in what is Herbert Clark of St. Louis. Mr.
one had a wonderful time.
man, Prof. L. R. Jackson, co-chair- ries on segregation in the United is now the U. S. and another 12 Clark is the uncle of Mr. MooreWith the football season draw- man, N.
D. Morris, secretary,. States with an exploratory article million in Latin America.
head. Mr. and Mrs. K. G. Puring near, Coach Delaney and his Jack Brown,
treasurer and Lew- on ''the background of segregathe slave trade, vis and family of Indianapolis.
Throughout
football boys have started work- is Jones, business manager.
The tion." The series will run in five African chiefs and kings eagerly Ind., are visiting Mrs. Purvis' parning. James Clark, Garland Tol- officers were
installed and they parts.
supplied the market. The king- ents, Dr. and Mrs. E. C. Clay.
nine. ames Clark. Garland Tol- began work
immediately. Their
photo- doms of Dahomey, Benin and Rev. and Mrs. W. A Owens had
and
paintings
Through
bert and Wilbert Cummings are first project is to place a fence
graphs the current article explores Ashanti were primary slave sour- as weekend guests, their niece,
three of the boys who will be around the football field.
growth of slavery and looks ces.
the
Mrs Ozell Reason and Mrs. E.I
back this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cofey had as
cultural life and physical
In an introduction to the segre- Wallace of Chicago.
Mrs. Frankie Warren was se- : their guest last week Mrs. S. Pos- at the
environment which were lhr. back- gation background series Life in- OFF TO STILLMAN
lected as "Miss Mermaid of 1936- ey. of St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Cofey
slaves coming to dicates its articles will follow the
Miss Laurita Dean has returned
57" last week out of a group of has been ill at her home on S. ground of Negro
this country.
evolution of segregation from its to Stillman college in Tuscaloosa,
nine other cuntestsnts. Her two ,10th st., but is now improving.
During the period of the slave origins to its manifestations Ala. Miss Gracie Carpenter, who
alternates are Miss Dorothy Park. Ed Hall of 217 S. 8th st., has
er, as first alternate and Miss returned to nis home here after trade, some 20 million Negroes among "separate but equal" citi- spent most of the Summer in Chicago, has entered Shorter college.;
Rose Marie Robinson as second visiting with his sisters, Mrs. Eva were made captive. Many of them zens of the modern South.
Robert Martin spent the Summer'
while
that
says
magazine
The
New
the
reaching
before
died
alternate. Others participating in . Thomas in New York and Mrs.
the focus is necessarily on the in Monroe, Mich., and is now regthe contest were Miss Willa M. Etta Mae Bedell in St. Louis. Mo.
South, "where segregation under istered at AM & N college along
Burns, Miss Margaret Parker, Mr. Hall, a well known West
the sanction of local law is creat- with Arthur Pryor, jr. Gene R.
Miss Dorothy Pulliam, Miss Memphian, has reported a very
ing the immediate problem," the Washington spent the Summer in
enjoyable
trip.
Ernestine
Miss
Hampton,
Betty J.
northern aspect of segregation, North Carolina and has returnMrs. Nodina Blair of Waverly,
Crutchfield and Miss Doris Bra ggs.
college. DeJus-'
An 'Uncle Tom' minister launch- extralegal but still powerful as a ed there to attend
Miss Warren received a beau- Ark., was very delighted to have
athletic star
(ice
former
Coleman,
social
be
will
in
force,
considered
her
daughter,
the
on
week
Mrs.
last
attack
Vera Mae Grif- ed an
tiful gold cup engraved with her
the
attending
is
Hi,
Lincoln
at
a
series.
subsequent
fin
and grandchildren visit her NAACP while in Baton Rouge, La.
title and a lovely bouquet of red
The magazine says it will show University of Illinois.
from
Omaha,
Neb.
During
Mrs.
receivalternate
Each
carnations.
C. C. Addison, 58. described as
BURKES VACATIONING
ed beautifully wrapped gifts, and Griffin's stay here, she also visit- an archbishop. was quoted as say- "all sides of the issue," hoping
Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke are
all three of the young ladies will ed her cousin, Miss Theola Mc- ing that the NAACP is "headed to provide "the opportunity for
in Washington, D. C.,
vacationing
a
understanding
vexing,
complex
Clure.
of
210
st.
14th
N.
,ride in the parade held in conby white folks'' and is used "to
and points east. Mrs.
Jersey
New
whose
settlement
of
issue
manner
nection,with the county fair in Maexploit the Negro."
can shape the nation's life for Erma Whitaker just returned from
rion, AAr., this fall.
The minister reportedly stated generations to come."
a vacation in Memphis, where she
Home coming Day will be at
he is out to destroy the NAAP"
the Morning Star BatRist church
since "we believe that the only
in Hubert, Ark. Sunday, Sept.
SMITH, Ark. — Judge proper way to live together in ,
FORT
16, at 2 p. m. All churches are
John E.
Jier up
a p an peace and harmony. is in segreinvited to attend the services.
of the Little Rock board of educa- gation."
Sermon will be preached by Rev.
tion for gradual integration of the
Addison lives in New York, it
C. Stevenson. Solos will be sung
public schools last week.
was reported
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed'
by Mrs. Lottie Hill and Peter Pure
the Mississippi State line for years is
at
of New Mt. Zion church; Short talk
back on her own place to stay.
by Mr. Chism of New Salem
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
church. Welcome by Mrs. Ethel
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
Tiggs; response by Dave Phillips
any of these are your problems, come let
If
Mrs.
Twist
of Old St. Paul church.
Reed, sponsor and Rev. C. BoldMADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just,
den, pastor. Lunch will be served
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
at once.

Life Magazine Starts
segregation Series
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Size In Convenient
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SPECIAL SHIPMENT
FROM SCOTLAND
At
Your Favorite Liquor Store

Upholds Plan
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•

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

THE NVORLD AGREES
ON “GILBEY'S PLEASE"
‘ Gilbey's Distilled London Dry
oelliftr
Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain
J,L4 Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Nike Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio
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MADAM BELL

The Greatest Palmist on Earl

'53 thru '56 MODELS

MOTOR -TRANSMISSIONS
Jo Qin

can attend the Ses en-Upt,Platter party free. As CaneXole
Puts it, "Everybody's ham!"
There's no doubt the youngsters arr. (Newson Photos)

Forrest City And Madison Briefs

Attacks NAACP

• No Monet Donn
,,ct
• 1.Doy sc,
e fret Tou.ln

The admissions go toward
memberships in the YMCA and
when a boy or girl has paid
to enter 12 times he gets a
free membership card and then

I

O GILBEY'S

••

•

the party and a tape from the
first part of each dance is replayed every Sunday afternoon. L. 0. Swingler is 1 MCA
executive secretary. All Cane
Cole asked for in the photo

Nibbler Stars

a •

a

Memphis in cooperation with
the YMCA. has drawn some
800 youngsters to a single dancing session. Dick (Cane) Cole,
WLOK's energetic disc jockey, handles the records f o r

OPEN
DAILY
7 to 7

Mom o

Overhauled

$4450
t! I

Ports

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue

UNITED MOTORS

OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

EXCHANGE

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

1099 Union Ave

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34.5557

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles.
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known A,
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhouni
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to.
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington:
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a calt and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME

'

TR1-STATE DEFENDER

Holiday Deaths
Nearing Record •

Sot., Sept. 8, 1956

Stork Stops
"
BORN AT JOHN GASTON HOSP. Jacqueline Jean Foulks, a daugh- Clyde Demon Tells, of 1216 ElAugust 25, 1954
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James W. lie.
Donnary Ann Thomas, a dimes. Foulks, of 377 W. Mitchell rd.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Gloria Jean Smith, a daughter, Earl Weber, of 594 Lauderdale.
Negroes attending
against
Thomas, of 949 Le51oy ne
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith, of Willie T. Butler, a son, to Mr. HOME GUARD moves in to
try to break up the mob durClinton high schooi. Their etJacqueline Yvonne Holtl, a 27 Bathes rd.
and Mrs. Alexander Butler, of 305
Mg rioting in Clinton, Tenn.,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Yvette Voncille Cherry, a daugh- Ayers.
forts failed and tear gas had
Haiti, of 997 Beach,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles CherAugust 31, 1954
John Henry Diggs, jr., a son to ry, of 674 Linden.
Anthony Walker, a son, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Diggs, of Debra Ann Wilson, a daughter, and Mrs. Frank Walker, of 1635
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wilson, of,Pennsylvania.
1L35 University.
Lessie Yvonne Patten, a daugh- 618 N. Fifth.
! Freddie D. Howard, a son, to
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Panell, Anthony James Townsend, a son,'Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Howard, of
of 441 Monroe.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Townsend, 2589 Donald rd.
David Earl Johnson, a son, to of 1393 Hemlock.
Finnie Anthony, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Johnson, of Donna Renee Ezzell, a daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Anthony, of '
749 Scott.
,to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Ezell, of 1581 Orr.
Richard Neal, jr., a son, to Mr. 1388 Kney.
Michael Jerome Jones, a son, to
and Mrs. Richard Neil, of 224 Lin- Morris Maurice Blue, a son, to Mr. and Mrs. Early L. Jones, of I
den.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Blue, of 225 616 Exchange.
By J. RUSSELL BONER
Sherryl Lavene Rawlings, daugh- Ingle.
Dorothy Ann Tobins, a daughter!
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rawl- Daniel Lee Benson, son, to Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Tobins.!
CLINTON, Tenn. — (INS) — National Guard troops
ings, of 696 Polk.
and Mrs. Felix Benson, of 2079 of 927 S. Second.
clamped
a ban on public gatherings and speech-making
Deamacher Ann Benso a, a Lowell.
Valey Leneese Reed. a daughter, [
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leartis to Mr. and Mrs. William Reed. in Clinton Monday to forestall violence in the town divided
C. Benson, of 2388 Park.
Townsent, of 2478 Dexter.
over integration of its high school.
1560 Ellison.
Geraldine Cole, a daughter, to A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. [ Annie Jean Cobb, a daughter, to
Gen. Joe Henry, combat infantry commander in World
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny B. Cole, of Zelnar Jones, of 2143 Stovall.
!Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Cobb, of 3427
War II, ordered his 600 battle 1462 Apple.
August 29, 1956
Dillard rd.
state guard troops to pre- school without interference.
Mary Brmjania Mays. a daugh- Kenneth Bernard Deshields, a James Howard Applewhite jr. a equipped
vent
any
outside mass-meetings of
Mr.
son,
and
to
Mrs. Gentry De- son to Mr. and Mrs. James Apple- 1
Occupation of Clinton marked
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Mays,!
townspeople to eliminate daily the first use of military forces in
[shield, of 2351 Pauline Circle W. white of 1211 E. Trigg.
of 767 Ayers.
Andrea Sonis Clark, a daughter,' Roosevelt Watson jr., a son, to! Gwendolyn Laverne Williams. a near-riotous demonstrations which the long, southwide controversy
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis L. Clark of Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Watson,[ daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Dave have occurred since 12 Negro stu- over segregation since the U. S.
dents ere admitted to the all- Supreme Court ruled students
of 1106 N. Dunlap.
178 W. Person.
Williams, of 1653 Caradine.
Keith Oliver Brookins, a son, to Melvin Gregoryy Norment, a son, Cathy Beaty, a daughter, to Mr. white high school last Monday.
could not be banned from a partiMr. and Mrs. Robert L Brookins, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Norment, and Mrs. William B. Beaty, of [ Meetings inside buildings, which cular school because of race.
[
of 764 Laurel.
could be more easily policed,
Cl 1488 Roger f
1406 Gold.
The General said he had sufCalvin Jawan Harper, a son, to Kenneth Ray Taylor, a son, to A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John were not affected by the order.
ficient troops on hand to meet
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Taylor, of E. Cole, of 490 W. Holmes rd.
Military precautions Include a "any forseeable situation" in Clin1978 Carver.
Johnnie Ray Kizzie, a son, to ban op out-of-doors public speak- ton, a somewhat typical county
of 1413 Gill.
Sam Etta Bailey, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Dorsie Kizzie, of
August 26, 1454
ins' and the use of any public ad- seat town enjoying a degree of
Walter Sherman Branch. Jr., a Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bailey, of 753 645 Decatur R.
dress systems. Gen Henry also recent prosperity from payrolls of
Josephina.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter S.
ordered his troops to keep the the Atomic Energy installation at
1 Michael Earl Yarber, a son, to
Branch, of 670 N. Second (R).
area around the Anderson county Oak Ridge, six miles away.
Avery Bernard Mitchell, a son,.[Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yarber, of
courthouse — scene of pro-segreTroops will remain, General
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell, 437 Foote Park.
gation meetings which threatened Henry said, until he gets further
, A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jackof 870 Lehloyne Mall.
to erupt into violence — cleared. orders from Tennessee Gov. Frank
Deborah Faye Wilson, daughter,'son, of 939 Lewis.
I
Townspeople would not be al- Clement, who is out of the state
Odell
Cage
jr.,
a
son,
to Mr. and
to Mr. and Mrs. Dave Wilson, of
lowed to gather around the high but "in frequent touch with us."
Mrs. Odell Cage, of 4714 Dodd rd.!Tennessee
I
452 E. Carolina.
school today when the Negro stuGen. Henry, a stoutish, curlyDoris Clendora Stevens. a daugh- Jacquin Deleardo Harris, a son,
are expected to return to haired two-star General with the
dents
Defender
Moses
Mr.
J.
ace
Newson.
and
to
Mrs.
Joe
Harris,
of
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stevens,
4•16 S. Hollywood.
Publications correspondent, ar- classes, Gen. Henry said.
traditional bone-handled
pistol
of 957 Red ROW.
fie emphasized that his troops swinging from his trousers belt,
Jennifer J. DF.ViS, a daughter, to Shelia Denette Brant. a daugh- rived in Clinton, Tenn., this mornMr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Davis, of ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Brant, ing to cover the disturbances over were not ordered into Clinton eith- announced his ban against outside
of 24 E. Colorado.
integration in the town's high er to enforce segregation 04 inte- public gatherings after a confer1.476 Davis.
Kenneth Charles Welch, a son, 011ie Mae Wingo, a daughter, to school. Newson was accompanied gration, but "to preserve law and ence with Clinton Mayor Everett
to Mr. and Mrs. James Welch, of Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Wingo, of 227 by photographer Ernest Withers. order." The guard's presence, Lewallen.
Oklahoma.
991 S. Wellington.
This team will remain on the however, and the ban against conVivian
Annette Jackson, a T. L. Hamilton, a son, to Mr. scene to bring readers of the gregating by protesting citizens, The Great Smoky
mountains are
'
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie and Mrs. I. E. Hamilton, of 735 Daily Defender and other Defend- would have the effect of enforcing so-called because they are surFlynn.
L. Jackson, of 2562 Carnes.
er publications the latest develop- a federal court order that the stu- rounded by an ever-present sort
Virginia Hampton, a daughter,' Lovie Lee Brown, a daughter, to ments in the tense situation.
dents be permitted to attend ofblue haze.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Hamp- Mr. and Mrs. Lois Brown, of 1792
Belmont.
ton, of 1653 Britton.
Jacqueline Arnett& Means, a Barbara Ann Mayes, a daughter,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles to Mr. and Mrs. William L. Mayes,
of 194 Majuba.
E Means, of 1476 May.
August 30, 1954
Judy Carol Richmond, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Otha Rich- Legronne Cleveland, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Cleveland, of ,
bond, of 624 Vance.
950 Ford.
August 27, 1954
Gloria Lee Smoot, a daughter, Melvin Benard Ray, a son, to
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie J. Smoot, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray, of 14
E. Desoto.
of 1170 Orr.
Margaret Dee Bosley, a daugh- Ray Calvin Odom, a son, to Mr.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. David Box- [ and Mrs. Dave Odom, of 4811 Tullahoma rd.
ley. of 554 Boston.
Preston T. Poindexter, a son, to Jerry Lewis Body, a son, to Mr.!
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Poindexter, and Mrs. John W. Body, of 710
Farris.
of 400 Foote Park.
Kevin Taylor, a son, to Mr. and Sherman Jennings, Jr., a son, to!
Mrs. Jimmie L Taylor, of 1955 Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Jennings,
363 Walker.
Frisco.
Stanley Calvin Melvin, a son, to Janice Renea Morrow, a daughMr. and Mrs. Willie W. Melvin, ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Morrow,'
of 1155 Capitol.
of 1889 Hubert.
Alice Lynn Williams, a daue.hter,
Patricia Ann Harris, a daughter
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Harris, to Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Williams,
of 751 S. Orleans.
of 226 No. Manassas.
Marvin L. Fant, a son, to Mr.
Charles Edwin Johnson, jr., a
son, to Mr and Mrs. Charles E. and Mrs. Henry Fant, of 1429
Gleason.
Johnson. of 229 Ingle.
Vanessa Joyce Jones. a daugh- Brenda Joyce James. a (laugh:
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Jones, ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron James
of 7466 Washington.
of 1553 Orr.
Rickey Gathright, a son. to Mr. A son, to Mr and Mrs. John L.
and Mrs. James Gathright, of 338 Lucas. of 1543 Barton.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Baltic.
Clinton High school, Clinton.
CROWD OF TOWNSPEOPLE
Tenn.. just before local vigilLoretta Fortney, a daughter, to Cleminons, of 2982 Ingle:
gathers along the approach to
antes drove a catcalling mob
far. and Mrs. Henry L. Fortnes , "
of :;00 off the courthouse lawn
oi 972 LeMoyne Drive.
*
Brenda Elaine Wilson. a (laughwith tear gas. Minutes later
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Wilstate highway patrolmen arson, of 254 W. Davant.
rived to restore order to the
August 28, 1936
riot-town town. The crowds
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Richard'
'
,•
were protesting integration of
Williams, of 516 Grants Alley.
Clinton High -ichool students.
...ster!*•4
*
s
Daryl Okeith Norris. a son. to
•
est'
The demonstrations are being
, •see
Mr. and Mrs George H. Norris,
led by professional segrega, vetrellIA
Tunica.
1182
of
It's easy to get rid of
tionists.
Charles Arthur Staples. a son. to
dirty, itchy head and 11111.1111r
Mr. and Mrs. Legree Staples. of
crab lice. A-200 kills
'
. ewe
1s5 W. Davant.
these dangerous parasites on contact

to be used just after this pieture was made. Members of
the home guard, led by Leo

Grant, Jr. of nearby Oak Ridge
moved in shoulder to shoulder,
INP Soundphoto

CHICAGO, — (INS) — The blood
bath of the nation's highways
speeded toward a record death toll
Monday in the homeward rush of
Labor Day .motorists,
With less than 12 hours remaining the three-day holiday, 361 persons had died in auto crashes
across the nation. Another 47
drowned and 53 perished in other
accidents for a national total of
461 victims of violent death.
The traffic onslaught threatened to top the all-time high toll set
on the Labor Day weekend of
1951 when 461 persons were killed.

Ban Gatherings Guard Fort Worth Home
In Tenn. Town

, ewson T':‘ Cover
Riots

FORT WORTH, Texas — (INS) — Three squad cars,
armed with tear gas bombs, patrolled a barricaded block
in Fort Worth's riverside section Monday to prevent further demonstrations against a Negro family which has
moved into theall-white area

Assistant Police Chief R. E. Tarvan said the patrol cars were instructed to "maintain order" and
keep all non-residents out of the
block. The action followed a near
riot Sunday night when some 300
persons milled about the Negro's
home after an effigy was hung in
the front yard.
Tarvan said there was no activity around the house Monday
afternoon, with the exception of a
few curiosity seekers who were
kept behind the barricades by police.
The demonstration was ended
quickly by police after the Negro,
Lloyd G. Austin, fired a rifle shot
into the mob. The bullet struck a
car but no one was injured.
Austin moved into the house
Saturday with his wife and their
infant daughter.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for the
Riverside Merchants and Home
Owners Association, E. G. Brown,
said more "peaceful demonstrations" will be staged outside the
home. Brown said the Riverside
group would meet "to see what
further action we can take to have
the family moved out."
lie called the presence of thei
Negro family in the block part of
an "insidious plot" by the NAACP
to get Negroes into the school district.
After a meeting with Austin in
the home Sunday night at which
time Brown was turned doywn in
his offer to purchase the house I

from the Negro, Brown told the
demonstrators:
"The time has come for everybody in Riverside to stick togeth-

er
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"I'm sold on
Luckies... because

LUCKIES TASTE
BETTER"
OFF TO 1UROPI, Walter boards a PAA
airliner. His territory includes the
stretch from Greenland to Bermuda in
this hemisphere, and from Cape Town
to Scandinavia on the other side of the
world. Everywhere he goes, he smokes
Luckies—a pack and a half a day.

•

WALTER BRANFORD graduated from college
only four years ago, but he's already a
sucePqa: Assistant to the Sales Controller
of Pan American Airways. On the side,
he's a topflight photographic model, a
lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Reserve, and
a confirmed Lucky smoker. "I get more
enjoyment out of smoking Luckies," he says.
"They taste better—and that's what counts."

DEATH TO LICE!

A-200
KILLS IN
15 MINUTES

oast
egyrRilfie •

s
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" Words of the Wise

Let thy speech be better
than silence, or be silent.
—(Dionysius, the Eider)

Hang
'44 On Texas Fence

Dummy
'
'

MANSFIELD, Tex. — (INS) — A
stuffed dummy, on which placards I
reading. "This Negro tried to en. 1
ter a white school." and "isn't this
a horrible way to die?" was found
hanging on barbed wire stretched.
a
"
across a street in the small town
•A*
• bi Mansfield.
-Officers said they were unable
to determine s\ lio strung up the
4°1
dummy in Mansfield, where the "444446.
pehool district is currently involved in a controversy over desegre- litiAk.,4431A4Ze*„iti
gation.
The school district board of
trustees have refused to admit
Negro pupils to white schools despite a recent U. S. District Court
order directing the Negro pupils
be allowed to enroll.
Attorneys for the trustees are
trying to obtain a stay of the
order for one year but said if they
fail, they plan an appeal to the
Supreme Court.
THE THIRD EFFIGY of a
Fort Worth has been the scene
Officers took the dummy to the
Negro to be hanged in Mansof demonstrations and threats
Fort Worth sheriff's office and said
field. Texas. %ways grotesqueof siolenie over attempts of
;hey did not krom if the dummy
ly aho% e the entrance to the
Neztoes to attend the white
was placed in the street as a prank
town's high si hooi. The little
school. INP 'Soundphoto
or a threat.
North Texas community near

...within 15 minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remove,
A-200 is non-poisonous, non-irritating, leaves no tell-tale odor. Does not
stain ot harm clothing. One application should do it. At all druggists.

SOMEBODY IMPORTANT needs a chartered
airplane pronto—and Walter scans a
routing chart to see if one's available.
"I've stopped experimenting with different brands," he says. "I'm sold on
Luckies—they're the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!"

"IT'S
TOASTECt4E-to taste
better!
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